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Abstract

Formally Verifying Trusted Execution Environments with UCLID5

by

Pranav Gaddamadugu

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Sanjit A. Seshia, Chair

Hardware enclaves provide integrity and confidentiality guarantees of a remote execution
on a machine owned by an untrusted third party using hardware-enforced isolation and
attestation mechanisms. Although the sophistication of enclave designs has been increasing,
few are formally verified. In this work, we use a formal tool, called UCLID5, to model
and verify an abstract enclave platform. We then extend our standard model to encompass
a novel extension of the Keystone enclave platform called Cerberus, which enables secure
and e�cient multiprocessing inside enclaves and reduces enclave initialization latency. We
use UCLID5 to formally verify that Cerberus provides strong integrity and confidentiality
guarantees to enclave programs.
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Chapter 1

Background and Motivation

In this chapter, we familiarize the reader with a number of concepts associated with formal
methods and secure program execution. The first section describes UCLID5, a formal veri-
fication tool with which we encode and verify a number of security properties. The second
and third sections introduce trusted execution environments and motivate an extension to
the Keystone enclave design. The fourth section introduces our verification methodology
and our notion of security for enclave programs.

1.1 UCLID5 Primer

Formal methods for system design often require reasoning about both hardware and soft-
ware. UCLID5 [24] is a software toolkit for formal modeling, specification, verification, and
synthesis of computational systems. UCLID5 is an evolution of the earlier UCLID modeling
and verification system [7]. At a high level, UCLID5 is designed with the following goals:

• Enable compositional modeling of finite and infinite state transition systems across a
range of concurrency models and background logical theories.

• Verify a range of properties, including assertions, invariants, and temporal properties.

• Integrate modeling and verification with algorithmic and inductive synthesis.

Using UCLID5, a user can naturally model hardware as a transition system and verify
properties using induction or bounded model checking. At the same time, a user can also
model sequential software and verify assertions via Floyd-Hoare style program verification.
The UCLID5 compiler translates a UCLID5 model into an SMT [3] specification and invokes
a solver to run the verification query. This section provides a lightweight introduction to the
modeling and verification techniques we use in this thesis. For a more detailed overview, we
invite the reader to refer to the tutorial 1 or the original UCLID5 paper [24].

1
https://github.com/uclid-org/uclid/blob/master/tutorial/tutorial.pdf
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Figure 1.1: Model of the Fibonacci sequence as a transition system

1 module main {

2 var x, y : integer;

3

4 init {

5 x = 0;

6 y = 1;

7 }

8

9 next {

10 x' = y;

11 y' = x + y;

12 }

13

14 property ind_strengthen : x >= 0 && y >= 0;

15 property y_le_x : y <= x;

16

17 control {

18 v = induction;

19 check;

20 print_results;

21 }

22 }

23

Modeling Transition Systems

Figure 1.1 contains a UCLID5 model of the Fibonacci sequence as a transition system. In
this toy problem, the primary property we wish to verify is that y  x. On line 1, we
declare a module that encloses the verification context. On line 2, we declare two variables,
x and y, both of which are integers. UCLID5 supports several types, including integers,
bit-vectors, and arrays. Lines 4-7 contain the init block, which initializes the state of the
transition system. Lines 9-12 contain the next block, which describes the transition relation
of the transition system. Note that in the next block, we have variables followed by a single
quotation; these primed variables refer to the state of the transition system after one step of
the transition relation is executed. Lines 14, 15 contain properties over the transition system
that we wish to verify. Finally, lines 17-21 contain a control consisting of a sequence of
commands that drive the verification of our properties. In this model, we use induction to
verify our properties. In this case, we must add strengthening invariants (e.g. line 14) to
prove our desired property (e.g. line 15).
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Figure 1.2: Model of array search as a sequential procedure

1 module main

2 {

3 var numbers: [integer]integer;

4 var tail : integer;

5

6 procedure search(search_value: integer)

7 returns (found : boolean)

8 requires (tail >= 0);

9 ensures (exists (idx : integer) :: idx >= 0 && idx < tail && numbers[

idx] == search_value) <==> found;

10 {

11 var i : integer;

12

13 i = 0;

14 found = false;

15 while (i < tail)

16 invariant (i >= 0 && i <= tail);

17 invariant (exists (idx : integer) :: idx >= 0 && idx < i && numbers[

idx] == search_value) <==> found;

18 {

19 if (numbers[i] == search_value) {

20 found = false;

21 }

22 i = i + 1;

23 }

24 }

25

26 control {

27 v = verify(search);

28 check;

29 print_results;

30 }

31 }

32
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Modeling Sequential Code

Figure 1.2 contains a UCLID5 model of linear search. On line 6, we declare our procedure
search, which takes in search value as a parameter. The procedure returns a boolean value,
found, if search value exists in numbers. In this problem, we are focused on verifying that
the postcondition on line 9 is satisfied. The body of the procedure, on lines 11-23, contains
the actual specification of the search code. When we specify the procedure, we must add
invariants (e.g. lines 16,17) which allow us to reason about the behavior of the while loop.
One of the main di↵erences from the Fibonacci example is that we use the verify command
instead of induction to check our postcondition. By invoking the verify, UCLID5 uses
Floyd-Hoare style program verification to check our properties.

1.2 Trusted Execution Environments

In the last decade, a new paradigm of secure computing, hardware enclave, has been intro-
duced and proliferated. Enclaves provide integrity and confidentiality guarantees for remote
execution on a machine owned by an untrusted third party using hardware-enforced isolation
and attestation mechanisms. These mechanisms allow an enclave to protect a user program
even against highly privileged attackers such as compromised operating systems. Several
studies have proposed various enclave designs on di↵erent platforms such as Intel SGX [14],
Sanctum [10], and Komodo [11]. Such systems enable many secure applications including
privacy-preserving machine learning [21], privacy-preserving smart contracts [9], and so on.

Keystone Security Monitor

Keystone [15] is an open-source enclave platform based on RISC-V. Keystone runs on open
cores such as Rocket [2] and BOOM [8], or any other standard RISC-V core.

Similar to Sanctum [10], Keystone relies on a high-privilege software called security mon-
itor (SM) for isolating the enclave memory (Figure 1.3). The SM runs in machine mode
(M-mode), allowing it to use physical memory protection (PMP) to configure the access
permissions of low-privilege software (e.g., OS or user) to certain memory regions. Keystone
uses multiple PMP registers to dynamically control memory accessibility as shown in Fig-
ure 1.4. PMP controls the access permissions to a specified physical memory region by using
a set of control status registers (CSR) in RISC-V. Each core may have 0-16 PMP registers,
each of which consists of a configuration (pmpcfg) and an address register (pmpaddr) to de-
fine a PMP entry. As shown in Figure 1.4, the pmpcfg register defines the addressing mode
and permission bits, and pmpaddr specifies the address range by encoding the address using
a selected addressing mode. By default, PMP entries act as an allowlist, which means that
the memory is inaccessible if none of the PMP entries is defined. PMP entries are statically
prioritized, such that the lowest-numbered PMP entry that matches any byte of an access
determines whether the access succeeds or fails.
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Figure 1.3: The overview of Keystone system.
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Figure 1.4: How Keystone uses RISC-V PMP for dynamic memory isolation. The SM uses
a few PMP entries to guard its own memory (SM) and enclave memories (E1, E2). Upon
enclave entry, the SM will reconfigure the PMP such that the enclave can only access its
own memory (E1) and the untrusted bu↵er (U1).
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When the system boots, the security monitor uses the first PMP register to protect its
own memory region by setting all permission bits to zero and configuring the address to
cover the entire image as well as the stack (Figure 1.4). Then, it sets the last PMP register
to let the OS access the remaining part of the memory. Upon the creation of an enclave, the
security monitor allocates an available PMP register to seal and isolate the enclave memory.

The security monitor implements memory isolation by switching the permission bits
when the context changes. Before the enclave starts to run, the security monitor flips the
permission bits in the enclave’s PMP entry to allow computation on its isolated memory. In
addition, the security monitor invalidates the last PMP register to deny the enclave access
to the operating system’s memory.

1.3 Supporting Novel Enclave Applications

Enclave platforms have a few limitations that make them hard to adopt, especially in the
case of server applications. One of the limitations, which we highlight in this thesis, is that
an enclave lacks the ability to clone itself. Cloning is one of the most common programming
primitives implemented with process creation (e.g., fork, vfork, or clone) system calls. The
address space of an enclave is always exclusive, which entirely limits such functionality. To
the best of our knowledge, no enclave platform [14, 15] natively supports such functionality.

Admittedly, the advantages of cloning processes are less relevant these days. For example,
concurrency in multi-process servers can be e↵ectively handled by threads, and fork and
exec could be replaced by posix spawn [4]. Although this is true for normal applications,
we argue that cloning is still very useful in the context of TEEs. In this section, we motivate
our work by introducing a few example cases that need cloning of enclaves.

Multiprocessing

Although multithreading (MT) provides thread-level parallelism, it allows multiple threads to
share data such that bytes written by one thread can be seen by another thread (Figure 1.5).
This is undesirable if each thread handles data that is required to be confidential to each
other. Moreover, one thread may break the entire program such that it a↵ects the integrity
of other threads. Thus, isolating the data of each task is necessary. As we will discuss in
Related Work, task isolation can be implemented in many ways.

Snapshot and Rollback

We can use cloning as a security primitive, by checkpointing to a known machine state,
and then resume execution from the state. Whenever the system falls into a stale state,
we can rollback to the known state. Similar ideas have been introduced by many previous
papers [18, 30, 5]. In addition, one can easily implement a stateless server enclave that clones
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Figure 1.5: Comparing di↵erent task isolation mechanisms with enclaves: (a) Multithreading
(MT), (b) Enclave-Isolated Process (EIP) [29, 20], (c) SFI-Isolated Process (SIP) [25],and
(d) Cerberus (this work)

itself whenever there is a new request such that each of the enclaves starts from a known,
secure state.

Cloning is also very useful in applications that want to take a snapshot of a virtual address
space without having to block the entire application. Redis [23] uses fork to implement per-
sistence. When Redis forks, the child process will be a snapshot of the in-memory database.
The child then writes the database into the file without having to pause the parent. An
e�cient cloning mechanism should be also available if we run such applications in enclaves.

Related Work

A few frameworks such as Graphene [29] and Asylo [20], which are built on top of the en-
clave implementation, support enclave-isolated process (EIP) creation inside enclaves (Fig-
ure 1.5b). Both encapsulate a user application with a shim layer (e.g., LibOS) such that it
runs inside an enclave. They implement process creation system calls by creating an enclave
and transferring the entire state of the application to the new enclave. To be specific, when
such system calls are invoked, ¨ the parent enclave coordinates with the host and creates an
enclave with the same initial state; ≠ the parent attests the child enclave and exchanges a
key to construct a secure channel; Æ the parent enclave takes a snapshot of the application
memory, encrypts it, and transfers it over the secure channel; Ø the child enclave receives
the snapshot, decrypts it, and restores the application memory.

Although this provides the functional correctness of cloning, it is suboptimal in terms
of performance and resource usage for a few reasons. First, the creation time of an enclave
linearly increases as the size of the enclave increases. When an enclave is created, all initial
pages need to be copied into the protected physical memory. Then, the initial pages are
measured with a cryptographic hash function. Thus, a larger initial enclave size will result
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MT EIP [29, 20] SIP [25] Cerberus*

Task Isolation no isolation enclave MMDSFI enclave

App. Pages shared isolated isolated write-isolated

Shim Pages shared isolated shared write-isolated

Init. Latency very low very high low low

Exec. Overhead no no high low

Table 1.1: Characteristics of di↵erent task isolation mechanisms

Figure 1.6: The latency breakdown of fork() system call in an enclave hosted by Graphene-
SGX, running on an Intel i7-9750H processor. fork() was called after malloc() with dif-
ferent sizes where the initial enclave size was fixed to 512 MB.

in a longer latency. Second, the initialization time of the user application also linearly
increases with the size of the active application memory. Because all allocated memory will
be transferred via the encrypted channel, any large objects will make the latency prohibitively
long. As an example, a neural network model in a deep learning application can easily go
over a few MBs, which could take a few seconds to transfer. Figure 1.6 shows that the overall
latency is an order of seconds and increases proportionally to the allocated memory size.

Shen et al. [25] address the problem by proposing Occlum, which enables multipro-
cessing inside the enclave using their intra-enclave isolation mechanism called MPX-based
Multi-domain Software Fault Isolation (MMDSFI). The memory isolation within the enclave
is enforced by SFI, which sanitizes every memory access instruction with Intel Memory Pro-
tection Extension (MPX). This allows Occlum to implement process creation within a single
enclave. We compare SFI-isolated process (SIP) with others in Figure 1.5c. We highlight a
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few limitations as shown in Table 1.1. First, the isolation relies solely on the implementation
of MMDSFI, which was not formally specified and verified. Thus, it is hard to verify that Oc-
clum provides the same or stronger isolation than EIP. Moreover, cache side-channel attacks
are out-of-scope of Occlum, and it will require additional software mechanisms for cache
side-channel attacks. Second, although the application data and code are isolated, tasks
share the same LibOS, which means that they technically can interfere with each other. For
example, stale global variables or cached file of LibOS may result in di↵erent behaviors for
the same task. Third, since Occlum relies on binary instrumentation, it incurs about 36%
execution overhead. In addition, Intel has removed MPX in 2019 and onward hardware, so
Occlum will not be able to use the same mechanism in newer processors.

To address the limitations, we first formally model Cerberus and verify that it does
not break the security properties of TEEs. As we will see, Cerberus inherits all isolation
guarantees the TEE provides, because we still isolate each task with an enclave. Thus, if the
enclave provides defense against cache side-channel attacks [15], enclaves in Cerberus will
also have the defense. Furthermore, Cerberus has a di↵erent sharing model than the other
isolation mechanisms. We define write-isolation as the requirement that write operations
invoked by enclaves are isolated from each other. Cerberus’ isolation mechanism allows
enclaves to share data via reads while ensuring that writes are restricted to an enclave’s
own memory region, enabling a number of new enclave applications while also maintaining
security. We prototype Cerberus in RISC-V Keystone, but also argue that a similar scheme
can be applied to other TEEs such as Intel SGX. We show that Cerberus has very low
initialization latency for creating a new task as well as very low execution overhead.

Example: Function-as-a-Service (FaaS)

Function-as-a-Service is a new cloud computing paradigm, which allows developers to write
a function and deploy it on the server without having to manage the underlying server
infrastructure. The function can be executed by external triggers such as HTTP requests,
and the cost is charged based on the number of function invocations. The cloud provider is
in charge of providing reliable and scalable servers that can execute the function.

As prior work [1, 6, 28] motivated, FaaS can also take advantage of the isolation of
enclaves when each function invocation may process sensitive data from di↵erent users.
Furthermore, the end user may want to attest the function before it provisions the secret
data. For example, let us say a function analyzes a DNA sequence and returns whether the
DNA is susceptible to a certain disease. The user does not want to disclose their DNA data
to the cloud provider nor the service provider, but trusts the function implementation. The
service provider can provision the function in an enclave, and allow the user to construct a
secure channel to the enclave backed by remote attestation (e.g., RA-TLS [16]). However,
the existing enclaves are ine�cient to support FaaS workloads.

Initialization Latency As we discuss in Section 1.3, enclave initialization latency is pro-
hibitive for cloud applications. This is because when the enclave is created, every initial
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page needs to be copied into the protected memory region and then measured using a cryp-
tographic hash function. For example, SGXv1 requires all heap pages to be initialized prior
to entering the enclave. This increases the start-up latency up to a few seconds as the peak
memory usage of the application increases. Trach et al. [28] try to address this by using
dynamic memory allocation in SGXv2 [19]. However, dynamic memory allocation in SGXv2
does not remove the cost; it only delays the page initialization until the enclave actually uses
the page. Keystone [15] also reports a few million cycles overhead just for hashing a single
page with SHA3.

Memory Footprint Using enclaves in the FaaS workers significantly amplifies the memory
footprint. In FaaS, many functions can share the identical language runtime (e.g., a specific
version of Python), thus they can share some of the physical pages. This is not possible
when each function is isolated in an enclave. Since physical memory is a limited resource,
the throughput is limited by the memory usage of the entire language runtime, not by the
memory usage of each function.

1.4 Trusted Abstract Platform and Secure Remote

Execution

Formal verification of enclave platforms is crucial due to the strong threat model of hardware
enclaves. In many cases, the security of an enclave system usually relies on the small trusted
computing base (TCB) implemented with a combination of hardware and highly privileged
software. Any bugs or vulnerabilities in the TCB could break the security not only of an
enclave, but also of the entire system. For these reasons, several studies have formally verified
either the abstract model [27] or the implementation [11] of enclave systems.

Previous work [27] uses formal methods to verify Intel SGX and Sanctum. The work
introduces the Trusted Abstract Platform (TAP), which is a formal specification for hard-
ware enclave systems. TAP is proven to provide confidentiality, integrity, and measurement
against formally-defined adversary models. Using TAP as a basis of verification, a verifica-
tion engineer can construct formal models of their enclave platform and show that they are
refinements of the TAP model. In doing so, the security properties that hold over TAP also
hold over the model of the enclave platform. Subramanyan et al. [27] use this technique to
show that SGX and Sanctum satisfy a desired set of security properties. In this section, we
dive deeper into the TAP model and the security properties it guarantees.

Trusted Abstract Platform

The Trusted Abstract Platform is an abstraction of an enclave platform. As in the paper
by Subramanyan et al. [27], is modeled as a finite state transition system, (⌃, T, init), with
the set of states ⌃, transition relation T , and initial states init 2 ⌃. Figure 1.2 contains a
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summary of the state of the TAP model. Furthermore, Figure 1.3 shows the set of formally
specified primitive operations that are su�cient to model enclave execution.

State Var. Type Description

pc VA Program counter
regs N ! W Architectural registers; map from natural

numbers to words
mem PA ! W Memory; map from physical addresses to

words
addr map VA ! (ACL ⇥ PA) Map from virtual addresses to permissions and

physical addresses for current process
cache (Set ⇥ Way) ! (B⇥ Tag) Cache: map from a tuple of cache sets and

ways to valid bits and cache tags
current eid Eid Current enclave. current eid = OS means

that no enclave is being executed
owner PA ! Eid Map from physical address to the enclave ad-

dress is allocated to
enc metadata Eid ! EM Map from enclave ids to metadata record type
os metadata EM Metadata record that stores a checkpoint of

privileged software state

Table 1.2: TAP state variables

Secure Remote Execution

Users of any given enclave platform require that the platform executes their enclave pro-
gram as intended. The Secure Remote Execution (SRE) property requires that the enclave
platform preserves the semantics of the enclave program and guarantees that an adversary
does not learn any more information that what is allowed. The semantics of an enclave e,
denoted JeK, is the set of finite or infinite execution traces, containing an execution trace for
each input sequence, i.e. for each value of non-enclave memory and randomness at each step
of execution. In prior work [27], this is formulated as follows:

Definition 1 Secure Remote Execution of Enclaves. A remote platform performs secure
execution of an enclave program e if any execution trace of e on the platform is contained
within JeK. Furthermore, the platform must guarantee that a privileged software attacker only
observes a projection of the execution trace, as defined by the observation function obs.

Subramanyan et al. decompose this property into three separate properties which entails
stated below.
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Operation Description

fetch(v) Fetch/read/write from/to virtual address v. Fail if v is
load(v) not executable/readable/writeable respectively according to the
store(v) addr map or if owner[addr map[v].PA] 6= current eid.
get addr map(v) Get/set virtual to physical mapping and associated permissions
set addr map(v) for virtual address v.
launch(e,m, xv, xp, t) Initialize enclave e by allocating enc metadata[e].
destroy(e) Set mem[p] to 0 for each p such that owner[p] = e. Deallocate

enclave enc metadata[e].
enter(e),

resume(e)

enter enters enclave e at entrypoint, while resume starts execu-
tion of e from the last saved checkpoint.

exit(), pause() Exit enclave. pause also saves a checkpoint of pc and regs and
sets enc metadata[e].paused = true.

attest(e) Return hardware-signed message with operand d and enclave
measurement e: d||µ(e)SKp.

Table 1.3: Description of TAP API.

• Secure Measurement. The platform must measure the enclave program to allow
the user to detect any changes to the program prior to execution, i.e., the user must
be able to verify that the platform is running an unmodified e.

• Integrity. The enclave program’s execution cannot be a↵ected by a privileged software
attacker beyond providing inputs, i.e., the sequence of inputs uniquely determines the
enclave’s execution trace, and that trace must be allowed by the enclave’s semantics
JeK.

• Confidentiality. A privileged software attacker cannot distinguish between the exe-
cutions of two enclaves, besides what is already revealed by obs.

The model and associated proofs show that the specification guarantees Secure Remote
Execution under three adversary models: M , MC, and MCP . These classes of adversaries
di↵er by the state they are allowed to observe. Figure 1.4 details the di↵erences between the
various adversary models. The adversary can either try to tamper or observe the enclave by
modifying its own state or invoking the enclave API.
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Adversary Observation

M Allows adversary to observe the contents of all
memory locations not private to the running
enclave.

MC Extends M to also observe whether locations
not private to the running enclave are cached
or not.

MCP Extends MC to also observe the virtual to
physical mappings and access permission bits
for each address.

Table 1.4: Summary of adversary model observations
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Chapter 2

Verifying Trusted Execution

Platforms

In this chapter, we apply prior techniques for verifying trusted execution platforms towards a
novel extension of the Keystone security monitor. We begin by replicating prior work on the
Trusted Abstract Platform using UCLID5. Then, we describe Cerberus, a set of extensions
to the Keystone security monitor that enable enclave programs to be cloned. Finally, we
extend our Trusted Abstract Platform model with snapshot and clone functionality and
verify that our augmented model preserves Secure Remote Execution.

2.1 Modeling a Trusted Abstract Platform with

UCLID5

Prior work on TAP used Boogie to model the abstract system and generate a proof of secure
remote execution. While Boogie demonstrates advantages when verifying sequential software,
it falls short in modeling hardware systems. UCLID5, on the other hand, implements support
for modeling both software and hardware by allowing users to describe sequential procedures
and transition systems. Furthermore, UCLID5’s focus on invariant synthesis makes it a
suitable choice of modeling tool.

Extensions to UCLID5

In the process of porting the TAP models and proofs from Boogie to UCLID5, we imple-
mented a set of features aimed at easier development and verification. Appendix A contains
a subset of the TAP models that rely on the following features.
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Importing Constants and Uninterpreted Functions

The Trusted Abstract Platform contains a number of submodules, each of which define
the similar types, constants, and uninterpreted functions. Although type import across
modules was already supported, we extended the UCLID5 language to allow for constant and
function imports, greatly reducing redundancy across modules. We note that the current
implementation does not currently support multiple inheritance and leave it as a future
extension to the tool. Lines 4-6 in Appendix A, Listing A.2 demonstrate this feature.

Supporting Instance Procedure Calls

Preceding work proves Secure Remote Execution for TAP by decomposing the property into
three sub-properties defining integrity, confidentiality, and measurement over two execution
traces of the TAP. Replicating this result in UCLID5, implies instantiating two instances
of the TAP model and requires support for invoking a procedure defined in an instance of
a module. We implement support for this feature as well as the inclusion of module-level
axioms in procedure verification, allowing us to verify properties over the state of multiple
instances; furthermore, we note that adding this feature increases UCLID5’s compatibility
with ’object-oriented’ software verification. In Appendix A, Listings A.2,3, we have a module
of an abstract cache which is instantiated in the abstract cpu model. The procedures in
abstract cpu invoke procedures in abstract cache. This feature is useful as it allows us
to build up and verify our models in a modular fashion. Moreover, this functionality meshes
well with a future goal of implementing module-level assume-guarantee contracts in UCLID5.

Redefining the Implementation for the ’old’ Operator

The ’old’ operator, applied over a state variable, references the value of the variable before a
procedure call or the value in the last step of the module. When a procedure with invariants
containing the ’old’ operator is invoked by another, the ’old’ operator instead refers to the
value of the variable before the calling procedure rather than the value of the variable before
the procedure call. We implement a fix in UCLID5, by introducing fresh variables that take
a snapshot of the state before each procedure call. In implementing this fix, the semantics
of the ’old’ operator within the context of procedure calls is identical to that of Boogie. For
example, the procedure store va, on line 134 in Appendix A, Listing A.3, is inlined at its
call site. Note that the post conditions, e.g Line 134, Appendix A, Listing A.3, for this
procedure contain references to the ’old’ values of state variables. Without this modification
in semantics, old(cpu mem) would refer to the value of cpu mem before the invocation of the
calling function, which may result in the postcondition failing.
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Description Size Verif. Time (s)

#pr #an #ln
TAP 38 472 2629 28.3
Integrity 1 63 255 326.3
Measurement 6 133 519 46.5
Confidentiality 3 211 1227 799
Total 48 879 4630 1200.1

Table 2.1: UCLID5 Models and Verification Metrics (Floyd-Hoare)

Description Size Verif. Time (s)

#pr #an #ln
TAP 22 204 1752 5
Integrity 12 145 985 26
Measurement 6 100 800 6
Confidentiality 8 200 1388 194
Total 48 649 4925 231

Table 2.2: BoogiePL Models and Verification Metrics (Floyd-Hoare)

Verification Results

We successfully translated TAP model and all proofs, created by Subramanyan et al. [27],
in Boogie into UCLID5. 1 Apart from a few additional invariants and syntactic changes, the
models are one-to-one. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show a comparison between our verification e↵ort
in UCLID5 and prior work using BoogiePL. Note that pr, an, and ln denote the number
of procedures, annotations, and lines of code. Note that number of annotation refers to
the number of pre/post-conditions, assertions, and loop invariants written in the models.
Generally, we observe that UCLID5 lends itself to code reuse, as shown by the lines of code
required to express the Integrity and Measurement proofs. We also observe a slightly larger
number of annotations written in the UCLID5 models. The primary point of comparison
is in verification time. Boogie reports faster times, which could be due to optimization of
queries to the SMT solver. Improving this is an area for future work on UCLID5. In par-
ticular, we could leverage work on MedleySolver [22] and in using di↵erent encodings than
purely Floyd-Hoare style proofs, given UCLID5’s capabilities in both concurrent and sequen-

1
The source code can be found here: https://github.com/uclid-org/trusted-abstract-platform
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tial modeling. We note that further investigation is required to explicitly characterize the
di↵erences between UCLID5 and BoogiePL, however this study o↵ers a reasonable starting
point.

Extending the Adversary Model

Existing work on the formal verification of secure enclaves proves Secure Remote Execution
for three distinct parameterizations of a privileged software adversary. Prior work by Sub-
ramanyan et al. denote these parameterizations by M , MC, and MCP , each indicating
the set of operations allowed to the adversary to tamper or observe the state of the enclave
platform. Furthermore, it was shown that the Sanctum processor guarantees SRE under a
MCP adversary, and Intel SGX guarantees SRE under a M adversary. While this model
captures a large set of privileged software adversaries, it does not provide any guarantees
against an adversary that can directly interact with the physical memory. Recent work has
shown that sophisticated attacks can be successfully carried out against enclave platforms by
such an attacker. We aim to capture this class of adversaries with a new paramaterization,
denoted by M

⇤.

Adversary Observations

The observation function obs
M

⇤
e

(�), for an enclave e and enclave platform state � states that
an M* adversary is able to observe the full range of physical addresses, with no restrictions
on enclave memory. We formally define it as:

obs
M⇤
e

(�) = �p.�(mem[p])

Note that the observation function can be extended as in previous work [27] to define obser-
vation functions for M⇤

C and M
⇤
CP adversaries.

Adversary Tampering

The tampering operations for M⇤ are given below.

(1) Unconstrained updates pc and regs.

(2) Loads and stores to memory with unconstrained address (va) and data (data) argu-
ments, such that all platform protections are bypassed.

• hopi  fetch(va)

• hregs[ri] load(va)

• store(va, data)

(3) Modification of the adversary’s view of memory by calling get addr map and set addr map

with unconstrained arguments
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• set addr map(e, v, p, perm)

• get addr map(e, v)

(4) Invocation of enclave operations with unconstrained arguments.

• Launch enclaves: launch(e,m, xv, xp, t)

• Destroy enclaves: destroy(e)

• Enter and resume enclaves: enter(e) and resume(e)

• Exit and interrupt enclaves: exit and pause

Note that the tamper operations can be extended as was in previous work to define tamper
operations for M⇤

C and M
⇤
CP adversaries.

Concluding Remarks

In this section we have shown that UCLID5 is a suitable verification tool for modeling and
verifying an abstraction of trusted execution platforms. Furthermore, we have also extended
the formalism of TAP’s adversary models. At this point we have primarily replicated prior
results, however, the transition to UCLID5 will play an important role in modeling further
extensions to enclave platforms.

2.2 Cerberus: Secure and E�cient Cloning of

Enclaves

Cerberus introduce two new operations, snapshotting and cloning, that enable performant
and secure cloning of enclaves. An enclave can take a snapshot of itself in order to freeze
its state, including enclave memory, general registers, control-and-status registers (CSRs),
and the enclave metadata. Identical enclaves can then be quickly created from the snapshot.
The new enclaves are still fully isolated with each other, but share the snapshot image with
read-and-execute-only permission. When an enclave wants to write, it uses a copy-on-write
mechanism to copy only the relevant pages over to its private memory. Newly written
data is still confidentiality- and integrity-protected while enclaves can access the unmodified
pages in the snapshot memory. Similar optimizations have been introduce to improve the
performance of fuzzing [30] or security isolation [5]. In this thesis, we explain how we tailor
the techniques to fit TEEs.

Threat Model

We note that Cerberus inherits threat model of the TEE, on which it is implemented. The
program running inside the enclave will be confidentiality- and integrity-protected by the
underlying isolation mechanism used by the enclave platform. To be specific, any private
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data of one enclave must not be visible or modifiable by any software adversaries such as
untrusted privileged software (e.g., the OS), or by other enclaves. The code of one enclave
must not be modifiable by the software adversaries. Denial-of-service against the enclave is
not defensible as in the TEE threat model. Thus, even if the enclave wants to clone, the OS
can always refuse to cooperate.

However, multiple enclaves can share the same snapshot memory which contains the data
or code before the enclave was cloned. The data is implicitly not confidential among these
enclaves. However, snapshot memory is still invisible from the outside of these enclaves, for
example a privileged software adversary or other enclaves that do not share the snapshot.
We do not consider the application running in the enclave being vulnerable or malicious by
itself. For example, an application can clone itself and dump the snapshot contents to the
outside. This will trivially break the confidentiality of the snapshot memory.

We ensure that the enclaves are still write-isolated, which requires that any modification
to the data from one enclave must not be visible to the others. However, enclaves are still
allowed to read each other’s data under a parent and clone relationship. Thus, any secret
data needs to be provisioned after the enclave was cloned and attested. It is the enclave
developer’s responsibility to make sure that the snapshot does not contain any secret data
that should not be visible by the cloned enclaves.

Since Cerberus inherits the threat model of the TEE, the enclaves are also resistant
to cache side-channel attacks with the TEEs that support cache partitioning (e.g., [10,
15]). Our formal model assumes that each enclave has its own cache domain, and di↵erent
enclaves may not share any cache lines even though physical addresses are shared. In the
following section, we formally verify that that adding snapshot and clone functionality still
retains the cache confidentiality guarantees in the previous formal model. We note that
cache partitioning in Keystone [15] relies on the fact that the enclaves never share the same
physical memory. Thus, the mechanism needs to be changed such that each enclave will
always load the memory to a di↵erent region of the cache even though they access the same
physical address. Although it can be simply implemented by taking the enclave ID into
account when tagging a cache line, the actual implementation is out-of-scope of the paper.

Physical side-channel attacks [17] or physical tampering [13] are out-of-scope of this
paper. We believe that those attacks can be mitigated with existing techniques such as
on-chip memory, oblvious RAM [26], and memory encryption engine (MEE) [12].

Snapshot and Clone

snapshot is an irreversible operation that each enclave can call only once. Thus, once
snapshot is called on an enclave, the enclave is permanently changed to a snapshot enclave.
The snapshot enclave will freeze all the intermediate state of the enclave including the
memory and the register contents. Since the TEE prohibits any modification to the state,
the snapshot enclave cannot resume execution any longer. snapshot can be called only
by the enclave itself. Thus, the initial enclave code needs to contain the code that calls
snapshot. Since the enclave decides where it wants to freeze, a snapshot is inherently
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Figure 2.1: Address spaces for snapshots and clones

trusted if the enclave’s initial state is trusted. This follows from the fact that enclaves with
a valid attestation are deterministic with respect to enclave inputs. In fact, this is shown by
the Secure Measurement property which is a component of Secure Remote execution.

clone then creates a fresh enclave with an empty isolated physical memory. The cloned
enclave inherits every state of the snapshot including the virtual memory mapping. For that
reason, clone does not need to copy the memory contents of the snapshot, saving a large
number of cycles. clone can be called by the host. If the enclave wants to clone itself,
it needs to coordinate with the host to create a new enclave with clone. This is natural
given that all system resources are still managed by the OS. If the clone was due to a fork

system call, we need to actually create two new enclaves: a parent and a child. After cloning
from a snapshot enclave, the new enclaves can resume execution with read-and-execute-only
permission to the snapshot memory. The TEE platform must enforce the permission so that
the snapshot state is permanently not modifiable.

Figure 2.1 depicts a set of enclaves created by snapshot and clone. The figure shows
three enclaves: Snapshot, A, and B. Note that A and B are clones of Snapshot. The top half
shows the virtual address space of the enclaves, while the bottom half shows the memory
regions that are unique to each of the enclaves. Cloned enclaves have access to certain certain
physical addresses in their parent enclave, while also maintaining their own protected memory
region.

We achieve write-isolation between clones by capturing any write instruction to the snap-
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shot memory and perform copy-on-write, which we describe in the following subsection.

Copy on Write

Linux optimizes process cloning (i.e., fork and clone) with copy-on-write (CoW), which
duplicates only the page table and postpones the actual page copy until either the parent
or the child actually modifies the page. For a user process, CoW is based on the ability of
the OS to manage the entire memory of user processes. Whenever the cloned process tries
to write to any shared physical page, a page fault will occur, and the OS handler performs
the actual copy and remaps the virtual address to the new page.

However, this is not possible with enclaves which are strictly isolated. Any page copy
between enclaves may require an encrypted channel to be constructed after both enclaves
attest each other. Moreover, the trusted component of the enclave platform usually has no
control over the page tables. For example, in Intel SGX, page tables are entirely managed by
the untrusted OS, whereas in other enclave platforms like RISC-V Keystone and Sanctum
[10], page tables are managed by the enclave itself.

Cerberus instead relies on the write-access fault raised by the hardware when an enclave
tries to write to a physical address without write permission. When the hardware exception
occurs, the platform decides if it needs CoW by checking whether or not the faulting enclave
is trying to access its snapshot memory. In Keystone, this is simply a machine trap, thus
the security monitor can route the fault to the enclave. In SGX, this could be achieved
by modifying hardware to raise a fault when enclave tries to write to its snapshot memory.
Since there will be only one snapshot per enclave at most, the hardware can refer to the
enclave metadata to see if it needs to raise the fault. Alternatively, the mechanism can be
implemented in LibOS, by marking pages read-and-execute-only so that a page fault occurs.

The platform then allocates a new page in the private memory of the faulting enclave.
Since there is no deallocation, the pages are just allocated starting from the beginning of
the private memory. If there is no free memory, the enclave just fails to execute, and will
be immediately destroyed. After the page is allocated, the platform copies the snapshot
page into the new page, and remaps the virtual address of enclave to point to the new page.
In Keystone, this can be done in-enclave by the supervisor-mode runtime. After CoW is
finished, we resume execution of the enclave.

Nested Clone

We allow an enclave to call snapshot only once. Following that, any number of clones can be
created from the snapshot, assuming that there exists enough free PMP entries to manage
them. Furthermore, we do not allow cloned enclaves to invoke the snapshot operation and
clone cannot be invoked on a cloned enclave. Although this only allows one layer of nesting,
we found that this not only simplifies the model, but also fits most application requirements.
We address extensions for arbitrary levels of nesting in Future Work.
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2.3 Formally Verifying Cerberus

We wish to show that the addition of snapshot and clone to an enclave API does not
violate the Secure Remote Execution property. To that end, we build upon our earlier work
on TAP and use it to show that the desired integrity and confidentiality guarantees hold.

Extending the Platform Model

In this subsection we describe the changes made to the TAP model. We denote this new
model TAPC .

TAP State Variables

In our verification e↵ort, we found it unnecessary to change most of the state variables of
TAP for the extension of snapshot and clone. Most of our extensions are to the enc metadata

record, which is a map from enclaves IDs to metadata on the respective operating enclaves.
The enclave metadata provided in the TAP abstraction was extended for reference counting
and keeping track of enclaves that were snapshots. To accomplish this, Cerberus introduces
several additional fields in the enclave metadata record for a given enclave e which are briefly
described in Table 2.3. The is snapshot field indicates whether e is a snapshot, which is
initially false and set to true upon calling the snapshot(e) primitive. The child count field
is initially 0 and stores the number of child enclaves cloned from the enclave. The parent

field indicates whether the enclave is a parent enclave, which is true if and only if the clone
has been called on the enclave. Lastly, wap is free is a pool of free pages for the enclave,
which is abstractly modeled as a map of addresses to boolean values, representing whether
the address is free.

TAP Operations

As a result of introducing snapshot and clone to the TAP model in addition to changes in
the enclave metadata record, the original TAP operations are also changed. We describe
these changes in detail in Table 2.4.

Restricting Enclave Regions

In addition to augmenting the TAP API, we also make some notable to changes to platform’s
functionality. The most significant of which includes restricting enclaves to a single contigu-
ous region of memory. In the original model [27], an enclave was able to specify exclusive
physical addresses on initialization via an input parameter, excl paddr, of type PA ! B,
where PA denotes a physical address. This allowed enclaves to own disjoint regions of mem-
ory but prevented us from writing certain logical formulas comparing the number of exclusive
physical addresses between enclaves; in other words, logical formula that required us to take
the cardinality of a set.
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State var. Description

entrypoint Enclave entrypoint.
addr map Virtual to physical mappings/permissions
excl vaddr Set of private virtual addresses.
measurement Enclave measurement.
pc Saved PC (in case of interrupt).
regs Saved registers (in case of interrupt).
paused Flag set only when enclave is interrupted.
is snapshot Flag indicating if the enclave is a snapshot.
child count Count of children cloned from this enclave.
parent The parent enclave id if enclave was cloned.
wap addr free A map of free physical addresses for the en-

clave.

Table 2.3: Fields of the enc metadata. State variables introduced for Cerberus are below
the middle line.

To accommodate these logical specifications, we modified the behavior of our TAP model
to require users to provide an input parameter, bounds, of type (PA, PA) which denotes
the inclusive upper and lower bounds of the memory region owned by an enclave. We then
showed that our modified TAP model refines the one specified in [27], thus showing that the
former model guarantees the security properties of the latter.

Modeling a Copy-on-Write Mechanism

Recall, from Section 3.2, that Cerberus uses the write-access fault as a way of invoking the
CoW mechanism. In our TAP model, writes to memory are handled by the abstract cpu in
a procedure called store va. Appendix B, Listing B.1 shows the modified store va, which
has been augmented with logic modeling copy-on-write. The new procedure allows an enclave
to write to a virtual address, whose underlying physical address is owned by its parent. This
logic is contained between lines 57 and 110. When a valid store to the parent region occurs,
the CPU searches for a free address in wap addr free. If a free physical address is found,
the data is stored to the new physical address and the virtual address mappings, otherwise,
an out-of-memory fault is thrown.

The Adversary Model

The adversary model is largely unchanged compared to the original TAP model. To reit-
erate, TAP’s adversary model is based on a privileged software attacker that consists of (i)
the usual tamper relation describing how an attacker changes the platform state, and (ii)
an observation function that describes a projection of states visible to the adversary. We
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Operation Description

launch(e,m, xv, xp, t) Initialize enclave e by allocating enc metadata[e]. Set
enc metadata[e].is snapshot = false.

destroy(e) Set mem[p] to 0 for each p such that owner[p] = e.
Deallocate enclave enc metadata[e] and decrement
enc metadata[enc metadata[e].parent].child count by 1.

enter(e),

resume(e)

enter enters enclave e at entrypoint, while resume starts ex-
ecution of e from the last saved checkpoint. Returns invalid
argument status if enc metadata[e].is snapshot is true.

exit(), pause() Exit enclave. pause also saves a checkpoint of pc and regs and
sets enc metadata[e].paused = true. Returns invalid argument
status if enc metadata[e].is snapshot is true.

attest(e) The attest operation is unchanged from the original TAP
model.

snapshot(e) Set the writable bit addr map[v].ACL.write to false for
all virtual addresses v owned by enclave e and sets
enc metadata[e].is snapshot to true.

clone(ep, ec) If the parent enclave’s field enc metadata[ep].is snapshot is
true and enclave e has enough free pages to clone ep, then
set enc metadata[ec].parent = ep, increment the parent’s child
count enc metadata[ep].child count by 1, and set owner[p] = ec

for each virtual address p allocated for the virtual address map
for the child enclave ec.

Table 2.4: Description of snapshot and clone in TAPC , and changes to the original TAP
API.

show that TAPC maintains SRE over the various parameterized adversary models described
in Table 1.4.

Verifying Secure Remote Execution and Beyond

We begin with some preliminary definitions. Let ⇡i[j] be the state of the system in trace i at
time j. Let Ee(�) be a projection of the system state � containing only the state of enclave
e. Concretely, E refers to entrypoint, pc, regs, excl vaddr, and addr map. Let curr be
the currently executing enclave. Let Ie be the inputs to enclave e. Let Oe be the outputs of
enclave e. Let Ae be adversary’s state, defined by the adversary’s observation function and
untrusted system state. Let IP (�) be the bits of non-determinism in a state �. Let obs be
a projection of the system state given by the adversary’s observation function.
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Equations (2) and (3) denote the formal specifications of integrity and confidentiality
guaranteed by Secure Remote Execution. In the standard TAP model, e, e1, and e2 refer
to enclaves created by the standard initialization process. However, since TAPC allows for
enclaves to be created via clone, we must also ensure that our confidentiality and integrity
properties reflect this behavior. Note that the decomposition of the Secure Remote Execution
property contains a Secure Measurement property; by default, this holds for TAPC as the
attestation scheme remains unchanged.

Before discussing the formal properties, we must first discuss the relationship between
physical enclaves and enclave programs. Informally, a physical enclave is a protected region
of memory managed by the enclave platform. The lifetime of a physical enclave begins upon
an initialization request via the enclave API and ends on a destroy request via the enclave
API. In our standard TAP model, the entirety of an enclave program is executed within
one physical enclave. However, in TAPC , an enclave program may execute across multiple
physical enclaves. That is, an enclave launches, executes operations, and snapshots; then, a
clone launches, executes, and finishes. This distinction is important, since the encoding of
SRE in UCLID5 specifically applies to physical enclaves and enclave programs that span the
duration of a single physical enclave. In this subsection, we address this di↵erence by first
proving SRE over physical enclaves and then proving additional properties which show that
SRE holds for enclave programs spanning multiple physical enclaves.

SRE for Physical Enclaves

In the case of integrity, we show that for any two physical enclaves running the same enclave
program, if their initial states are equivalent with respect to the projection E, their inputs
are the same, and they run at the same time, then their state and outputs are the same,
independent of whether or not the enclave was created as a clone. In the case of confidential-
ity, we show that the guarantees extend to cloned enclaves under various classes of software
adversaries. We note that we use the same adversary models as [27]. Informally, these
models consist of an adversary that can observe certain memory regions, an extension which
can also observe a projection of cache state, and a further extension which can observe page
table mappings and permission bits. The formal properties for integrity and confidentiality,
respectively, are included in 2.3. Note that in 2.3, e refers to a physical enclave. We verify
properties for physical enclaves that are created either by the launch or clone operation.

SRE for Enclave Programs

We emphasize that showing our enclave platform guarantees SRE for physical enclaves is not
su�cient to guarantee that SRE holds for any enclave program. Rather, our enclave platform
may violate SRE at the snapshot and clone boundary. For example, a privileged software
adversary may be able to tamper with enclave platform to violate the integrity of the enclave
program executing as a clone. In another case, the snapshot and clone operations may leak
private data to an adversary.
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8⇡1, ⇡2.

(Ee(⇡1[0]) = Ee(⇡2[0]))^
8i.(curr(⇡1[i]) = e) () (curr(⇡2[i]) = e)^
8i.(curr(⇡1[i]) = e)) Ie(⇡1[i]) = Ie(⇡2[i]))
(8i.Ee(⇡1[i]) = Ee(⇡2[i]) ^Oe(⇡1[i]) = Oe(⇡2[i]))

8⇡1, ⇡2.

(Ae1(⇡1[0]) = Ae2(⇡2[0])^
8i.curr(⇡1[i]) = curr(⇡2[i]) ^ I

P (⇡1[i]) = I
P (⇡2[i])^

8i.curr(⇡1[i]) = e) obse1(⇡1[i+ 1]) = obse2(⇡2[i+ 1])))
(8i.Ae1(⇡1[i]) = Ae2(⇡2[i]))

Figure 2.2: Integrity and Confidentiality Properties proven over TAPC

Therefore, in order to show that the platform provides SRE for any enclave program, we
first show that the usage of snapshot and clone does not violate the integrity of an enclave
program. In other words, for all physical enclaves, the corresponding clone must be initialized
to an equivalent state, despite any operations invoked by the privileged software adversary.
The formal property, which we call Integrity Preservation under Snapshot and Clone is
shown in Figure 2.3. Note that e denotes the original physical enclave and e

0 denotes the
cloned physical enclave. We then show that the usage of snapshot and clone does not violate
confidentiality with respect to an adversaries that can observe unprotected memory regions,
the cache, and page tables. The formal property, which we call Confidentiality Preservation
under Snapshot and Clone is shown in Figure 2.4. Note that in the case of Confidentiality
Preservation the adversary is running concurrently with enclave e and e

0, once it has been
initialized. We then arrive at the following theorem.

Theorem 1 An enclave platform, with snapshot and clone operations, that satisfies Secure
Remote Execution for physical enclaves, Integrity Preservation under Snapshot and Clone,
and Confidentiality Preservation under Snapshot and Clone also satisfies Secure Remote
Execution for all enclave programs.

Proof. Suppose we have a valid enclave program e that does not invoke snapshot and
clone, then since e executes within a single physical enclave, SRE holds. Now suppose we
have a valid enclave program e

0 that invokes snapshot and clone. Let i be the point in time
when snapshot is invoked and let j be the point in time when clone is invoked. Note that
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8⇡.
8k, j.
(k > 0 ^ j > k ^
(curr(⇡[k]) = e) ^
op(⇡[k]) = snapshot(e) ^ op(⇡[j]) = clone(e, e0))

)
(Ee(⇡[k]) = Ee0(⇡[j]))

Figure 2.3: Integrity Preservation under Snapshot and Clone

8⇡.
8k, j.
(k > 0 ^ j > k ^
(curr(⇡[k]) = e) ^
op(⇡[k]) = snapshot(e) ^ op(⇡[j]) = clone(e, e0))

)
(obs(⇡[j]) = obs(⇡[j + 1]))

Figure 2.4: Confidentiality Preservation under Snapshot and Clone

j > i. It follows that for any time t  i and t > j, SRE holds since e0 has only been executing
in a single physical enclave. By the preservation properties, we ensure that confidentiality
and integrity holds for time i < t  j. Thus we have that SRE holds for the entirety of e0’s
execution.

Semantic Equivalence of Enclave Programs

Another property we would like to verify is semantic equivalence between enclave programs
that use snapshot and clone and those that do not. Specifically, we show that, assuming
the same inputs, an enclave program e that contains snapshot and clone operations is
equivalent to an enclave program e

0 where the snapshot and clone operations have been
removed. We verify this property under the presence of a privileged software adversary.
Figure 2.5 contains the formal definition of semantic equivalence.

Figure 2.6 shows the two traces of the semantic equivalence property. The adversary’s
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8k, j.
8⇡1, ⇡2.

(k > 0 ^ j > k ^
Ee1(⇡1[0]) = Ee2(⇡2[0]) ^
8i.(i < k)) ((curr(⇡1[i]) = e1) () (curr(⇡2[i]) = e2)) ^
8i.(i > j)) ((curr(⇡1[i]) = e1) () (curr(⇡2[i]) = e3)) ^
8i.(i > j)) ((curr(⇡1[i]) = e1)) (Ie1(⇡1[i]) = Ie2(⇡2[i]))) ^
8i.(i > j)) ((curr(⇡1[i]) = e1)) (Ie1(⇡1[i]) = Ie3(⇡2[i]))) ^
8i.(k  i  j)) (curr(⇡1[i]) 6= e1) ^
op(⇡2[k]) = snapshot(e2) ^ op(⇡2[j]) = clone(e2, e3))

)
(8i.(i < k))

(Ee1(⇡1[i]) = Ee2(⇡2[i]) ^Oe1(⇡1[i]) = Oe2(⇡2[i])) ^
8i.(i > j))

(Ee1(⇡1[i]) = Ee3(⇡2[i]) ^Oe1(⇡1[i]) = Oe3(⇡2[i])))

Figure 2.5: Semantic Equivalence under Snapshot and Clone

<latexit sha1_base64="EJXJPnUlcP9G1YpVB+w9ZOn4UqI=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA9hd0g6jHoxWME85BkCbOT2WTIPJaZWSEs+QovHhTx6ud482+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7q4o4cxY3//2VlbX1jc2C1vF7Z3dvf3SwWHTqFQT2iCKK92OsKGcSdqwzHLaTjTFIuK0FY1up37riWrDlHyw44SGAg8kixnB1kmPXcMGAp/1/F6p7Ff8GdAyCXJShhz1Xumr21ckFVRawrExncBPbJhhbRnhdFLspoYmmIzwgHYclVhQE2azgyfo1Cl9FCvtSlo0U39PZFgYMxaR6xTYDs2iNxX/8zqpja/DjMkktVSS+aI45cgqNP0e9ZmmxPKxI5ho5m5FZIg1JtZlVHQhBIsvL5NmtRJcVqr3F+XaTR5HAY7hBM4hgCuowR3UoQEEBDzDK7x52nvx3r2PeeuKl88cwR94nz8pY4/+</latexit>

��
0

<latexit sha1_base64="+5trjPMgftBPt/riKdp6xUwQndc=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqewWUY9FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2TrFCW/gkvHhTx6t/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31vO+UWFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TJxqypo0FrHuhMQwwRVrWm4F6ySaERkK1g7HtzO//cS04bF6sJOEBZIMFY84JdZJnZ7hQ0n6Xr9c8areHHiV+DmpQI5Gv/zVG8Q0lUxZKogxXd9LbJARbTkVbFrqpYYlhI7JkHUdVUQyE2Tze6f4zCkDHMXalbJ4rv6eyIg0ZiJD1ymJHZllbyb+53VTG10HGVdJapmii0VRKrCN8ex5POCaUSsmjhCqubsV0xHRhFoXUcmF4C+/vEpatap/Wa3dX1TqN3kcRTiBUzgHH66gDnfQgCZQEPAMr/CGHtELekcfi9YCymeO4Q/Q5w/Gi4/N</latexit>�0

<latexit sha1_base64="f3Jv84Reqp54J8HmqR3byEDxONE=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KkmRPnZFEVxWsA9ph5JJM21oMhOSjFhKv8KNC0Xc+jnu/BszbQUVPXDhcM693HtPoAQ3FqEPL7Oyura+kd3MbW3v7O7l9w9aJk40ZU0ai1h3AmKY4BFrWm4F6yjNiAwEawfji9Rv3zFteBzd2IliviTDiIecEuuk2x5RSsf38LKfL6AiQghjDFOCK2XkSK1WLeEqxKnlUABLNPr5994gpolkkaWCGNPFSFl/SrTlVLBZrpcYpggdkyHrOhoRyYw/nR88gydOGcAw1q4iC+fq94kpkcZMZOA6JbEj89tLxb+8bmLDqj/lkUosi+hiUZgIaGOYfg8HXDNqxcQRQjV3t0I6IppQ6zLKuRC+PoX/k1apiMvF0vVZoX6+jCMLjsAxOAUYVEAdXIEGaAIKJHgAT+DZ096j9+K9Lloz3nLmEPyA9/YJy7OQbA==</latexit> ⇡
E

<latexit sha1_base64="/bAemCL15CjZ24opmVP+ONNNJ2A=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdIuqx6MVjBfsB7VKyaXYbmk2WJKvU0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tMEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkVxUnIaTsc3cz89gNVmklxb8YpDRIcCxYxgo2V+m65x6WIFYuHBislH/tuxat6c6BV4uekAjkafferN5AkS6gwhGOtu76XmmCClWGE02mpl2maYjLCMe1aKnBCdTCZHz5Fp1YZoEgqW8Kgufp7YoITrcdJaDsTbIZ62ZuJ/3ndzERXwYSJNDNUkMWiKOPISDRLAQ2YosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGZlWyIfjLL6+SVq3qX1Rrd+eV+nUeRxGO4QTOwIdLqMMtNKAJBDJ4hld4c56cF+fd+Vi0Fpx85gj+wPn8AXSCk50=</latexit>�!

<latexit sha1_base64="/bAemCL15CjZ24opmVP+ONNNJ2A=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdIuqx6MVjBfsB7VKyaXYbmk2WJKvU0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tMEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkVxUnIaTsc3cz89gNVmklxb8YpDRIcCxYxgo2V+m65x6WIFYuHBislH/tuxat6c6BV4uekAjkafferN5AkS6gwhGOtu76XmmCClWGE02mpl2maYjLCMe1aKnBCdTCZHz5Fp1YZoEgqW8Kgufp7YoITrcdJaDsTbIZ62ZuJ/3ndzERXwYSJNDNUkMWiKOPISDRLAQ2YosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGZlWyIfjLL6+SVq3qX1Rrd+eV+nUeRxGO4QTOwIdLqMMtNKAJBDJ4hld4c56cF+fd+Vi0Fpx85gj+wPn8AXSCk50=</latexit>�!

<latexit sha1_base64="rS+A6hzuNvMumB0NiceRNKJ51V4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRF1GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9USk0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJq1b1L6u1+4tK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AL5pjz8=</latexit>. . .

<latexit sha1_base64="rS+A6hzuNvMumB0NiceRNKJ51V4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRF1GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9USk0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJq1b1L6u1+4tK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AL5pjz8=</latexit>. . .

<latexit sha1_base64="pzlFOkKdfL/uT2U2NGVvskI+yvk=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyUpoh6LXjxWsB/QhLLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt2kO2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjjo5TRWibxDxWvRBrypmkbcMMp71EUSxCTrvh5G7ud5+o0iyWj2aa0EDgkWQRI9hYyfc1Gwk8yCYXjdmgWnPrbg60SryC1KBAa1D98ocxSQWVhnCsdd9zExNkWBlGOJ1V/FTTBJMJHtG+pRILqoMsv3mGzqwyRFGsbEmDcvX3RIaF1lMR2k6BzVgve3PxP6+fmugmyJhMUkMlWSyKUo5MjOYBoCFTlBg+tQQTxeytiIyxwsTYmCo2BG/55VXSadS9q3rj4bLWvC3iKMMJnMI5eHANTbiHFrSBQALP8ApvTuq8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPyr2Rhw==</latexit>�k�2

<latexit sha1_base64="+Tjklsn3tV0ZAJC6MSHbVRJgRi4=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbRi2W3iHosevFYwX5Au5Rsmm1Dk+w2yRbK0t/hxYMiXv0x3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHDR0litA6iXikWgHWlDNJ64YZTluxolgEnDaD4f3Mb46p0iyST2YSU1/gvmQhI9hYye9o1hf4vJsOLyvTbrHklt050CrxMlKCDLVu8avTi0giqDSEY63bnhsbP8XKMMLptNBJNI0xGeI+bVsqsaDaT+dHT9GZVXoojJQtadBc/T2RYqH1RAS2U2Az0MveTPzPaycmvPVTJuPEUEkWi8KEIxOhWQKoxxQlhk8swUQxeysiA6wwMTangg3BW355lTQqZe+6XHm8KlXvsjjycAKncAEe3EAVHqAGdSAwgmd4hTdn7Lw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w8uOZG4</latexit>

��
k�2

<latexit sha1_base64="WsnlK6x6zrkeM/9AWmCEUDu1XIY=">AAAB/XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCCwlJDG3dFUVwZwX7gDaUyXTSDp08mJmINRR/xY0LRdz6H+78Gyd9gIoeuHA4517uvceLGRXSND+13MLi0vJKfrWwtr6xuaVv7zRElHBM6jhiEW95SBBGQ1KXVDLSijlBgcdI0xueZ37zlnBBo/BGjmLiBqgfUp9iJJXU1fc6KI55dAcvjuGcXnX1ommcVkq2U4KmYZply7YyYpedEwdaSslQBDPUuvpHpxfhJCChxAwJ0bbMWLop4pJiRsaFTiJIjPAQ9Ulb0RAFRLjp5PoxPFRKD/oRVxVKOFG/T6QoEGIUeKozQHIgfnuZ+JfXTqRfcVMaxokkIZ4u8hMGZQSzKGCPcoIlGymCMKfqVogHiCMsVWAFFcL8U/g/adiGVTLsa6dYPZvFkQf74AAcAQuUQRVcghqoAwzuwSN4Bi/ag/akvWpv09acNpvZBT+gvX8BvP+UyA==</latexit> ⇡
E

,⇡
O

<latexit sha1_base64="0k3Dajfav7MoNJmnkwVkSLQGjrk=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KkmRPnZFN7qrYB/SDiWTZtrQZCYkGbGUfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2goqeuDC4Zx7ufeeQAluLEIfXmZldW19I7uZ29re2d3L7x+0TJxoypo0FrHuBMQwwSPWtNwK1lGaERkI1g7GF6nfvmPa8Di6sRPFfEmGEQ85JdZJtz2ilI7v4VU/X0BFhBDGGKYEV8rIkVqtWsJViFPLoQCWaPTz771BTBPJIksFMaaLkbL+lGjLqWCzXC8xTBE6JkPWdTQikhl/Oj94Bk+cMoBhrF1FFs7V7xNTIo2ZyMB1SmJH5reXin953cSGVX/KI5VYFtHFojAR0MYw/R4OuGbUiokjhGruboV0RDSh1mWUcyF8fQr/J61SEZeLpeuzQv18GUcWHIFjcAowqIA6uAQN0AQUSPAAnsCzp71H78V7XbRmvOXMIfgB7+0T0cOQcA==</latexit> ⇡
I

<latexit sha1_base64="/bAemCL15CjZ24opmVP+ONNNJ2A=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdIuqx6MVjBfsB7VKyaXYbmk2WJKvU0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tMEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkVxUnIaTsc3cz89gNVmklxb8YpDRIcCxYxgo2V+m65x6WIFYuHBislH/tuxat6c6BV4uekAjkafferN5AkS6gwhGOtu76XmmCClWGE02mpl2maYjLCMe1aKnBCdTCZHz5Fp1YZoEgqW8Kgufp7YoITrcdJaDsTbIZ62ZuJ/3ndzERXwYSJNDNUkMWiKOPISDRLAQ2YosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGZlWyIfjLL6+SVq3qX1Rrd+eV+nUeRxGO4QTOwIdLqMMtNKAJBDJ4hld4c56cF+fd+Vi0Fpx85gj+wPn8AXSCk50=</latexit>�!

<latexit sha1_base64="/bAemCL15CjZ24opmVP+ONNNJ2A=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdIuqx6MVjBfsB7VKyaXYbmk2WJKvU0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tMEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkVxUnIaTsc3cz89gNVmklxb8YpDRIcCxYxgo2V+m65x6WIFYuHBislH/tuxat6c6BV4uekAjkafferN5AkS6gwhGOtu76XmmCClWGE02mpl2maYjLCMe1aKnBCdTCZHz5Fp1YZoEgqW8Kgufp7YoITrcdJaDsTbIZ62ZuJ/3ndzERXwYSJNDNUkMWiKOPISDRLAQ2YosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGZlWyIfjLL6+SVq3qX1Rrd+eV+nUeRxGO4QTOwIdLqMMtNKAJBDJ4hld4c56cF+fd+Vi0Fpx85gj+wPn8AXSCk50=</latexit>�!

<latexit sha1_base64="WU6iBWQL1lmBKhGLGcbEA9lTU+0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9Vj14rGi/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRiihP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nfqtJ1Sax/LRjBP0IzqQPOSMGis9XPe8XqnsVtwZyDLxclKGHPVe6avbj1kaoTRMUK07npsYP6PKcCZwUuymGhPKRnSAHUsljVD72ezUCTm1Sp+EsbIlDZmpvycyGmk9jgLbGVEz1IveVPzP66QmvPIzLpPUoGTzRWEqiInJ9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2naEPwFl9eJs1qxbuoVO/Py7WbPI4CHMMJnIEHl1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AG6IY1w</latexit>

A1
<latexit sha1_base64="UbjERwuBJgJsa6rQJs308jrYpfg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyUpoh6LXjxWsB/QhLLZbtqlu5uwuxFK6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt2kO2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz32ymtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH1cOjjo5TRWibxDxWvRBrypmkbcMMp71EUSxCTrvh5G7ud5+o0iyWj2aa0EDgkWQRI9hYyfc1Gwk8yCYX3mxQrbl1NwdaJV5BalCgNah++cOYpIJKQzjWuu+5iQkyrAwjnM4qfqppgskEj2jfUokF1UGW3zxDZ1YZoihWtqRBufp7IsNC66kIbafAZqyXvbn4n9dPTXQTZEwmqaGSLBZFKUcmRvMA0JApSgyfWoKJYvZWRMZYYWJsTBUbgrf88irpNOreVb3xcFlr3hZxlOEETuEcPLiGJtxDC9pAIIFneIU3J3VenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MHyTiRhg==</latexit>�k�1

<latexit sha1_base64="5NerZB6T40Slpg3frQeQp4Hbr4c=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbRi2W3iHosevFYwX5Au5Rsmm1Dk+w2yRbK0t/hxYMiXv0x3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHDR0litA6iXikWgHWlDNJ64YZTluxolgEnDaD4f3Mb46p0iyST2YSU1/gvmQhI9hYye9o1hf4vJsOL71pt1hyy+4caJV4GSlBhlq3+NXpRSQRVBrCsdZtz42Nn2JlGOF0WugkmsaYDHGfti2VWFDtp/Ojp+jMKj0URsqWNGiu/p5IsdB6IgLbKbAZ6GVvJv7ntRMT3vopk3FiqCSLRWHCkYnQLAHUY4oSwyeWYKKYvRWRAVaYGJtTwYbgLb+8ShqVsnddrjxelap3WRx5OIFTuAAPbqAKD1CDOhAYwTO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Zpzsplj+APn8wcstJG3</latexit>

��
k�1

<latexit sha1_base64="5Ix5iNT2X+W5bmr6FXEBJGrg5vc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9Vj14rGi/YA2lM120y7dbMLuRCihP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJk414w0Wy1i3A2q4FIo3UKDk7URzGgWSt4LR7dRvPXFtRKwecZxwP6IDJULBKFrp4bpX7ZXKbsWdgSwTLydlyFHvlb66/ZilEVfIJDWm47kJ+hnVKJjkk2I3NTyhbEQHvGOpohE3fjY7dUJOrdInYaxtKSQz9fdERiNjxlFgOyOKQ7PoTcX/vE6K4ZWfCZWkyBWbLwpTSTAm079JX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQ5tO0YbgLb68TJrVindRqd6fl2s3eRwFOIYTOAMPLqEGd1CHBjAYwDO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt644+cwR/IHz+QO7pY1x</latexit>

A2

<latexit sha1_base64="/bAemCL15CjZ24opmVP+ONNNJ2A=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdIuqx6MVjBfsB7VKyaXYbmk2WJKvU0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tMEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkVxUnIaTsc3cz89gNVmklxb8YpDRIcCxYxgo2V+m65x6WIFYuHBislH/tuxat6c6BV4uekAjkafferN5AkS6gwhGOtu76XmmCClWGE02mpl2maYjLCMe1aKnBCdTCZHz5Fp1YZoEgqW8Kgufp7YoITrcdJaDsTbIZ62ZuJ/3ndzERXwYSJNDNUkMWiKOPISDRLAQ2YosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGZlWyIfjLL6+SVq3qX1Rrd+eV+nUeRxGO4QTOwIdLqMMtNKAJBDJ4hld4c56cF+fd+Vi0Fpx85gj+wPn8AXSCk50=</latexit>�!

<latexit sha1_base64="/bAemCL15CjZ24opmVP+ONNNJ2A=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdIuqx6MVjBfsB7VKyaXYbmk2WJKvU0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tMEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkVxUnIaTsc3cz89gNVmklxb8YpDRIcCxYxgo2V+m65x6WIFYuHBislH/tuxat6c6BV4uekAjkafferN5AkS6gwhGOtu76XmmCClWGE02mpl2maYjLCMe1aKnBCdTCZHz5Fp1YZoEgqW8Kgufp7YoITrcdJaDsTbIZ62ZuJ/3ndzERXwYSJNDNUkMWiKOPISDRLAQ2YosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGZlWyIfjLL6+SVq3qX1Rrd+eV+nUeRxGO4QTOwIdLqMMtNKAJBDJ4hld4c56cF+fd+Vi0Fpx85gj+wPn8AXSCk50=</latexit>�!

<latexit sha1_base64="lb+9mhN9sfpq5WCAyZJDBjucdvw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0gH2vX664VXcOskq8nFQgR6Nf/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj91Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5sMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY9Mp2RC85ZdXSatW9S6rtfuLSv0mj6MIJ3AK5+DBFdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP/D5jZQ=</latexit>e1

<latexit sha1_base64="3tqJOFp4xBqYwcEQnbORHtmJprA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0gP1av1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNUBomqNZdz02Mn1FlOBM4LfVSjQllYzrErqWSRqj9bH7qlJxZZUDCWNmShszV3xMZjbSeRIHtjKgZ6WVvJv7ndVMTXvsZl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsiF4yy+vklat6l1Wa/cXlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwDyfY2V</latexit>e2

<latexit sha1_base64="Upnxf1Q38Up0gOT7zmWerfa5SSI=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqewWUY9FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21okl2TrFCW/gkvHhTx6t/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31vO+UWFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TJxqypo0FrHuhMQwwRVrWm4F6ySaERkK1g7HtzO//cS04bF6sJOEBZIMFY84JdZJnZ7hQ0n643654lW9OfAq8XNSgRyNfvmrN4hpKpmyVBBjur6X2CAj2nIq2LTUSw1LCB2TIes6qohkJsjm907xmVMGOIq1K2XxXP09kRFpzESGrlMSOzLL3kz8z+umNroOMq6S1DJFF4uiVGAb49nzeMA1o1ZMHCFUc3crpiOiCbUuopILwV9+eZW0alX/slq7v6jUb/I4inACp3AOPlxBHe6gAU2gIOAZXuENPaIX9I4+Fq0FlM8cwx+gzx8gBpAI</latexit>�k

<latexit sha1_base64="6jkmcWwX9OieSj8U5BKY27Zl9AM=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA9hd0g6jHoxWME85BkCbOT2WTIPJaZWSEs+QovHhTx6ud482+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7q4o4cxY3//2VlbX1jc2C1vF7Z3dvf3SwWHTqFQT2iCKK92OsKGcSdqwzHLaTjTFIuK0FY1up37riWrDlHyw44SGAg8kixnB1kmPXcMGAp/1Rr1S2a/4M6BlEuSkDDnqvdJXt69IKqi0hGNjOoGf2DDD2jLC6aTYTQ1NMBnhAe04KrGgJsxmB0/QqVP6KFbalbRopv6eyLAwZiwi1ymwHZpFbyr+53VSG1+HGZNJaqkk80VxypFVaPo96jNNieVjRzDRzN2KyBBrTKzLqOhCCBZfXibNaiW4rFTvL8q1mzyOAhzDCZxDAFdQgzuoQwMICHiGV3jztPfivXsf89YVL585gj/wPn8Ags+QOQ==</latexit>

��
k

<latexit sha1_base64="WsnlK6x6zrkeM/9AWmCEUDu1XIY=">AAAB/XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCCwlJDG3dFUVwZwX7gDaUyXTSDp08mJmINRR/xY0LRdz6H+78Gyd9gIoeuHA4517uvceLGRXSND+13MLi0vJKfrWwtr6xuaVv7zRElHBM6jhiEW95SBBGQ1KXVDLSijlBgcdI0xueZ37zlnBBo/BGjmLiBqgfUp9iJJXU1fc6KI55dAcvjuGcXnX1ommcVkq2U4KmYZply7YyYpedEwdaSslQBDPUuvpHpxfhJCChxAwJ0bbMWLop4pJiRsaFTiJIjPAQ9Ulb0RAFRLjp5PoxPFRKD/oRVxVKOFG/T6QoEGIUeKozQHIgfnuZ+JfXTqRfcVMaxokkIZ4u8hMGZQSzKGCPcoIlGymCMKfqVogHiCMsVWAFFcL8U/g/adiGVTLsa6dYPZvFkQf74AAcAQuUQRVcghqoAwzuwSN4Bi/ag/akvWpv09acNpvZBT+gvX8BvP+UyA==</latexit> ⇡
E

,⇡
O

<latexit sha1_base64="/bAemCL15CjZ24opmVP+ONNNJ2A=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdIuqx6MVjBfsB7VKyaXYbmk2WJKvU0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tMEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkVxUnIaTsc3cz89gNVmklxb8YpDRIcCxYxgo2V+m65x6WIFYuHBislH/tuxat6c6BV4uekAjkafferN5AkS6gwhGOtu76XmmCClWGE02mpl2maYjLCMe1aKnBCdTCZHz5Fp1YZoEgqW8Kgufp7YoITrcdJaDsTbIZ62ZuJ/3ndzERXwYSJNDNUkMWiKOPISDRLAQ2YosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGZlWyIfjLL6+SVq3qX1Rrd+eV+nUeRxGO4QTOwIdLqMMtNKAJBDJ4hld4c56cF+fd+Vi0Fpx85gj+wPn8AXSCk50=</latexit>�!

<latexit sha1_base64="/bAemCL15CjZ24opmVP+ONNNJ2A=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdIuqx6MVjBfsB7VKyaXYbmk2WJKvU0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tMEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkVxUnIaTsc3cz89gNVmklxb8YpDRIcCxYxgo2V+m65x6WIFYuHBislH/tuxat6c6BV4uekAjkafferN5AkS6gwhGOtu76XmmCClWGE02mpl2maYjLCMe1aKnBCdTCZHz5Fp1YZoEgqW8Kgufp7YoITrcdJaDsTbIZ62ZuJ/3ndzERXwYSJNDNUkMWiKOPISDRLAQ2YosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGZlWyIfjLL6+SVq3qX1Rrd+eV+nUeRxGO4QTOwIdLqMMtNKAJBDJ4hld4c56cF+fd+Vi0Fpx85gj+wPn8AXSCk50=</latexit>�!

<latexit sha1_base64="rS+A6hzuNvMumB0NiceRNKJ51V4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRF1GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9USk0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJq1b1L6u1+4tK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AL5pjz8=</latexit>. . .

<latexit sha1_base64="rS+A6hzuNvMumB0NiceRNKJ51V4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSRF1GPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt2sxt2J0Ip/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemApu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVpyppUCaU7ITFMcMmayFGwTqoZSULB2uHodua3n5g2XMkHHKcsSMhA8phTglZq9USk0PTLFa/qzeGuEj8nFcjR6Je/epGiWcIkUkGM6fpeisGEaORUsGmplxmWEjoiA9a1VJKEmWAyv3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviQlJjBknoe1MCA7NsjcT//O6GcbXwYTLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTF2BJCNbe3unRINKFoAyrZEPzll1dJq1b1L6u1+4tK/SaPowgncArn4MMV1OEOGtAECo/wDK/w5ijnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AL5pjz8=</latexit>. . .

<latexit sha1_base64="wvBNiW9zA2fseugjpnZvZTmOhVo=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6jHoxWME84BkCbOT2WTMPNaZWSEs+QkvHhTx6u9482+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7q4o4cxY3//2VlbX1jc2C1vF7Z3dvf3SwWHTqFQT2iCKK92OsKGcSdqwzHLaTjTFIuK0FY1upn7riWrDlLy344SGAg8kixnB1kntrmEDgXsPvVLZr/gzoGUS5KQMOeq90le3r0gqqLSEY2M6gZ/YMMPaMsLppNhNDU0wGeEB7TgqsaAmzGb3TtCpU/ooVtqVtGim/p7IsDBmLCLXKbAdmkVvKv7ndVIbX4UZk0lqqSTzRXHKkVVo+jzqM02J5WNHMNHM3YrIEGtMrIuo6EIIFl9eJs1qJbioVO/Oy7XrPI4CHMMJnEEAl1CDW6hDAwhweIZXePMevRfv3fuYt654+cwR/IH3+QMegpAH</latexit>�j

<latexit sha1_base64="05pltvWnitS5bkEy/5htnF0QXTM=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbRU9ktoh6LXjxWsB/SLiWbZtvYJLskWaEs/RVePCji1Z/jzX9jut2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8IOZMG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gpaNEEdokEY9UJ8CaciZp0zDDaSdWFIuA03Ywvpn57SeqNIvkvZnE1Bd4KFnICDZWeuhpNhT4tP/YL1fcqpsBLRMvJxXI0eiXv3qDiCSCSkM41rrrubHxU6wMI5xOS71E0xiTMR7SrqUSC6r9NDt4ik6sMkBhpGxJgzL190SKhdYTEdhOgc1IL3oz8T+vm5jwyk+ZjBNDJZkvChOOTIRm36MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2IxKNgRv8eVl0qpVvYtq7e68Ur/O4yjCERzDGXhwCXW4hQY0gYCAZ3iFN0c5L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A4FLkDg=</latexit>

��
j

<latexit sha1_base64="/bAemCL15CjZ24opmVP+ONNNJ2A=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdIuqx6MVjBfsB7VKyaXYbmk2WJKvU0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tMEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkVxUnIaTsc3cz89gNVmklxb8YpDRIcCxYxgo2V+m65x6WIFYuHBislH/tuxat6c6BV4uekAjkafferN5AkS6gwhGOtu76XmmCClWGE02mpl2maYjLCMe1aKnBCdTCZHz5Fp1YZoEgqW8Kgufp7YoITrcdJaDsTbIZ62ZuJ/3ndzERXwYSJNDNUkMWiKOPISDRLAQ2YosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGZlWyIfjLL6+SVq3qX1Rrd+eV+nUeRxGO4QTOwIdLqMMtNKAJBDJ4hld4c56cF+fd+Vi0Fpx85gj+wPn8AXSCk50=</latexit>�!

<latexit sha1_base64="/bAemCL15CjZ24opmVP+ONNNJ2A=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdIuqx6MVjBfsB7VKyaXYbmk2WJKvU0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tMEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkVxUnIaTsc3cz89gNVmklxb8YpDRIcCxYxgo2V+m65x6WIFYuHBislH/tuxat6c6BV4uekAjkafferN5AkS6gwhGOtu76XmmCClWGE02mpl2maYjLCMe1aKnBCdTCZHz5Fp1YZoEgqW8Kgufp7YoITrcdJaDsTbIZ62ZuJ/3ndzERXwYSJNDNUkMWiKOPISDRLAQ2YosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGZlWyIfjLL6+SVq3qX1Rrd+eV+nUeRxGO4QTOwIdLqMMtNKAJBDJ4hld4c56cF+fd+Vi0Fpx85gj+wPn8AXSCk50=</latexit>�!

<latexit sha1_base64="WU6iBWQL1lmBKhGLGcbEA9lTU+0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9Vj14rGi/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRiihP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nfqtJ1Sax/LRjBP0IzqQPOSMGis9XPe8XqnsVtwZyDLxclKGHPVe6avbj1kaoTRMUK07npsYP6PKcCZwUuymGhPKRnSAHUsljVD72ezUCTm1Sp+EsbIlDZmpvycyGmk9jgLbGVEz1IveVPzP66QmvPIzLpPUoGTzRWEqiInJ9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2naEPwFl9eJs1qxbuoVO/Py7WbPI4CHMMJnIEHl1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AG6IY1w</latexit>

A1

<latexit sha1_base64="5Ix5iNT2X+W5bmr6FXEBJGrg5vc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9Vj14rGi/YA2lM120y7dbMLuRCihP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJk414w0Wy1i3A2q4FIo3UKDk7URzGgWSt4LR7dRvPXFtRKwecZxwP6IDJULBKFrp4bpX7ZXKbsWdgSwTLydlyFHvlb66/ZilEVfIJDWm47kJ+hnVKJjkk2I3NTyhbEQHvGOpohE3fjY7dUJOrdInYaxtKSQz9fdERiNjxlFgOyOKQ7PoTcX/vE6K4ZWfCZWkyBWbLwpTSTAm079JX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQ5tO0YbgLb68TJrVindRqd6fl2s3eRwFOIYTOAMPLqEGd1CHBjAYwDO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt644+cwR/IHz+QO7pY1x</latexit>

A2

<latexit sha1_base64="/bAemCL15CjZ24opmVP+ONNNJ2A=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdIuqx6MVjBfsB7VKyaXYbmk2WJKvU0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tMEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkVxUnIaTsc3cz89gNVmklxb8YpDRIcCxYxgo2V+m65x6WIFYuHBislH/tuxat6c6BV4uekAjkafferN5AkS6gwhGOtu76XmmCClWGE02mpl2maYjLCMe1aKnBCdTCZHz5Fp1YZoEgqW8Kgufp7YoITrcdJaDsTbIZ62ZuJ/3ndzERXwYSJNDNUkMWiKOPISDRLAQ2YosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGZlWyIfjLL6+SVq3qX1Rrd+eV+nUeRxGO4QTOwIdLqMMtNKAJBDJ4hld4c56cF+fd+Vi0Fpx85gj+wPn8AXSCk50=</latexit>�!

<latexit sha1_base64="/bAemCL15CjZ24opmVP+ONNNJ2A=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdIuqx6MVjBfsB7VKyaXYbmk2WJKvU0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhSln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tMEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkVxUnIaTsc3cz89gNVmklxb8YpDRIcCxYxgo2V+m65x6WIFYuHBislH/tuxat6c6BV4uekAjkafferN5AkS6gwhGOtu76XmmCClWGE02mpl2maYjLCMe1aKnBCdTCZHz5Fp1YZoEgqW8Kgufp7YoITrcdJaDsTbIZ62ZuJ/3ndzERXwYSJNDNUkMWiKOPISDRLAQ2YosTwsSWYKGZvRWSIFSbGZlWyIfjLL6+SVq3qX1Rrd+eV+nUeRxGO4QTOwIdLqMMtNKAJBDJ4hld4c56cF+fd+Vi0Fpx85gj+wPn8AXSCk50=</latexit>�!

<latexit sha1_base64="lb+9mhN9sfpq5WCAyZJDBjucdvw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0gH2vX664VXcOskq8nFQgR6Nf/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj91Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5sMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY9Mp2RC85ZdXSatW9S6rtfuLSv0mj6MIJ3AK5+DBFdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP/D5jZQ=</latexit>e1

<latexit sha1_base64="WsnlK6x6zrkeM/9AWmCEUDu1XIY=">AAAB/XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCCwlJDG3dFUVwZwX7gDaUyXTSDp08mJmINRR/xY0LRdz6H+78Gyd9gIoeuHA4517uvceLGRXSND+13MLi0vJKfrWwtr6xuaVv7zRElHBM6jhiEW95SBBGQ1KXVDLSijlBgcdI0xueZ37zlnBBo/BGjmLiBqgfUp9iJJXU1fc6KI55dAcvjuGcXnX1ommcVkq2U4KmYZply7YyYpedEwdaSslQBDPUuvpHpxfhJCChxAwJ0bbMWLop4pJiRsaFTiJIjPAQ9Ulb0RAFRLjp5PoxPFRKD/oRVxVKOFG/T6QoEGIUeKozQHIgfnuZ+JfXTqRfcVMaxokkIZ4u8hMGZQSzKGCPcoIlGymCMKfqVogHiCMsVWAFFcL8U/g/adiGVTLsa6dYPZvFkQf74AAcAQuUQRVcghqoAwzuwSN4Bi/ag/akvWpv09acNpvZBT+gvX8BvP+UyA==</latexit> ⇡
E

,⇡
O

<latexit sha1_base64="/e94iUO6+DY4/L2GTfJEVKxLaHQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Vj04rGi/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRiihP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nfqtJ1Sax/LRjBP0IzqQPOSMGis9YO+8Vyq7FXcGsky8nJQhR71X+ur2Y5ZGKA0TVOuO5ybGz6gynAmcFLupxoSyER1gx1JJI9R+Njt1Qk6t0idhrGxJQ2bq74mMRlqPo8B2RtQM9aI3Ff/zOqkJr/2MyyQ1KNl8UZgKYmIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9Mp2hC8xZeXSbNa8S4r1fuLcu0mj6MAx3ACZ+DBFdTgDurQAAYDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/z1hUnnzmCP3A+fwD0AY2W</latexit>e3

<latexit sha1_base64="9Ef/V2W5Ln7ZMhwGyW25OMDNT3M=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRZBEMpuKeqx6MVjBfsB3aVk02wbm2SXJCuUpX/DiwdFvPpnvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFaEtEvNYdUOsKWeStgwznHYTRbEIOe2E49uZ33miSrNYPphJQgOBh5JFjGBjJd/XbChwP3u88Kb9csWtunOgVeLlpAI5mv3ylz+ISSqoNIRjrXuem5ggw8owwum05KeaJpiM8ZD2LJVYUB1k85un6MwqAxTFypY0aK7+nsiw0HoiQtspsBnpZW8m/uf1UhNdBxmTSWqoJItFUcqRidEsADRgihLDJ5Zgopi9FZERVpgYG1PJhuAtv7xK2rWqd1mt3dcrjZs8jiKcwCmcgwdX0IA7aEILCCTwDK/w5qTOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AMSlkYM=</latexit>�j+1
<latexit sha1_base64="GXeNE38JwDwshxNYdxSZ7lpSOpY=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRZBEMpuKeqx6MVjBfsB3aVk02wbm2SXJCuUpX/DiwdFvPpnvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFaEtEvNYdUOsKWeStgwznHYTRbEIOe2E49uZ33miSrNYPphJQgOBh5JFjGBjJd/XbChwP3u8qE375YpbdedAq8TLSQVyNPvlL38Qk1RQaQjHWvc8NzFBhpVhhNNpyU81TTAZ4yHtWSqxoDrI5jdP0ZlVBiiKlS1p0Fz9PZFhofVEhLZTYDPSy95M/M/rpSa6DjImk9RQSRaLopQjE6NZAGjAFCWGTyzBRDF7KyIjrDAxNqaSDcFbfnmVtGtV77Jau69XGjd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoAF30IQWEEjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AcYqkYQ=</latexit>�j+2

<latexit sha1_base64="zgOF1w912bZ47/zqE/p6AWoXiq4=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRZREMpuEfVY9OKxgv2AdinZNNvGJtk1yRbK0t/hxYMiXv0x3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDR0litA6iXikWgHWlDNJ64YZTluxolgEnDaD4e3Ub46o0iySD2YcU1/gvmQhI9hYye9o1hf4tJs+nlcm3WLJLbszoGXiZaQEGWrd4lenF5FEUGkIx1q3PTc2foqVYYTTSaGTaBpjMsR92rZUYkG1n86OnqATq/RQGClb0qCZ+nsixULrsQhsp8BmoBe9qfif105MeO2nTMaJoZLMF4UJRyZC0wRQjylKDB9bgoli9lZEBlhhYmxOBRuCt/jyMmlUyt5luXJ/UareZHHk4QiO4Qw8uIIq3EEN6kDgCZ7hFd6ckfPivDsf89ack80cwh84nz8pppG1</latexit>

��
j+2

<latexit sha1_base64="ZOfKRMNqtx2jLzb8Rk8rpcJp2bQ=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRZREMpuEfVY9OKxgv2AdinZNNvGJtk1yRbK0t/hxYMiXv0x3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDR0litA6iXikWgHWlDNJ64YZTluxolgEnDaD4e3Ub46o0iySD2YcU1/gvmQhI9hYye9o1hf4tJs+nnuTbrHklt0Z0DLxMlKCDLVu8avTi0giqDSEY63bnhsbP8XKMMLppNBJNI0xGeI+bVsqsaDaT2dHT9CJVXoojJQtadBM/T2RYqH1WAS2U2Az0IveVPzPaycmvPZTJuPEUEnmi8KEIxOhaQKoxxQlho8twUQxeysiA6wwMTangg3BW3x5mTQqZe+yXLm/KFVvsjjycATHcAYeXEEV7qAGdSDwBM/wCm/OyHlx3p2PeWvOyWYO4Q+czx8oIZG0</latexit>

��
j+1

<latexit sha1_base64="WsnlK6x6zrkeM/9AWmCEUDu1XIY=">AAAB/XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCCwlJDG3dFUVwZwX7gDaUyXTSDp08mJmINRR/xY0LRdz6H+78Gyd9gIoeuHA4517uvceLGRXSND+13MLi0vJKfrWwtr6xuaVv7zRElHBM6jhiEW95SBBGQ1KXVDLSijlBgcdI0xueZ37zlnBBo/BGjmLiBqgfUp9iJJXU1fc6KI55dAcvjuGcXnX1ommcVkq2U4KmYZply7YyYpedEwdaSslQBDPUuvpHpxfhJCChxAwJ0bbMWLop4pJiRsaFTiJIjPAQ9Ulb0RAFRLjp5PoxPFRKD/oRVxVKOFG/T6QoEGIUeKozQHIgfnuZ+JfXTqRfcVMaxokkIZ4u8hMGZQSzKGCPcoIlGymCMKfqVogHiCMsVWAFFcL8U/g/adiGVTLsa6dYPZvFkQf74AAcAQuUQRVcghqoAwzuwSN4Bi/ag/akvWpv09acNpvZBT+gvX8BvP+UyA==</latexit> ⇡
E

,⇡
O

<latexit sha1_base64="0k3Dajfav7MoNJmnkwVkSLQGjrk=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KkmRPnZFN7qrYB/SDiWTZtrQZCYkGbGUfoUbF4q49XPc+Tdm2goqeuDC4Zx7ufeeQAluLEIfXmZldW19I7uZ29re2d3L7x+0TJxoypo0FrHuBMQwwSPWtNwK1lGaERkI1g7GF6nfvmPa8Di6sRPFfEmGEQ85JdZJtz2ilI7v4VU/X0BFhBDGGKYEV8rIkVqtWsJViFPLoQCWaPTz771BTBPJIksFMaaLkbL+lGjLqWCzXC8xTBE6JkPWdTQikhl/Oj94Bk+cMoBhrF1FFs7V7xNTIo2ZyMB1SmJH5reXin953cSGVX/KI5VYFtHFojAR0MYw/R4OuGbUiokjhGruboV0RDSh1mWUcyF8fQr/J61SEZeLpeuzQv18GUcWHIFjcAowqIA6uAQN0AQUSPAAnsCzp71H78V7XbRmvOXMIfgB7+0T0cOQcA==</latexit> ⇡
I

Figure 2.6: A trace diagram of the semantic equivalence property
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steps are labelled A1 and A2 while the enclave’s steps are labelled ei. Note that e1 corresponds
to an enclave program that does not invoke snapshot and clone, and e2 and e3 correspond to
the same enclave program before and after the snapshot and clone invocations respectively.
Assumptions are annotated in blue, and proof obligations are shown in red. The enclaves’
inputs are assumed to be the same in both traces; this is shown by the ⇡I symbol. The
initial states of e1 and e2 are assumed to be the same and this is shown by the ⇡E symbol.
The adversary’s actions are defined by some function over the state of the enclave platform,
and these actions may di↵er between the two traces. The semantic equivalence proof must
show that the enclave’s state and outputs do not di↵er despite this, even across snapshot
and clone boundaries. These proof obligations are denoted by the red ⇡E and ⇡O symbols.
We assume that the adversary executes for the same number of steps in both traces. This
does not restrict the adversary’s power as any attack that requires the adversary to execute
for a di↵erent number of steps in the two traces can be simulated in our model by padding
the adversary’s shorter trace with the appropriate number of ”no-ops.” The theorem states
that, given the above assumptions, enclave state and outputs are identical in the two traces
at every step, before and after the snapshot/clone boundary.

Verification Results

Table 2.3 shows a number of metrics from the formal proof. Note that we #as refers to
the number of assertions. This number is much larger than the number of annotations
because the UCLID5 compiler expands the input model into a larger intermediate form.
Single-Region TAP and Single-Region Refinement refer to the modified TAP model in which
enclaves are restricted to single regions of memory. Overall, due to the increased complexity
of our model, we verified a larger number of invariants than in the standard TAP models.
Consequently, our reported verification times are also much higher. The source code for our
formal proof can be found at https://github.com/uclid-org/trusted-abstract-platform.
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Description Size Verif. Time (s)

#pr #an #as #ln
Single-Region TAP 26 363 255 2273 21.3
Single-Region Refinement 1 44 117 460 35.4
Cerberus 56 785 738 4825 18.1
Preservation 3 323 448 365 52.3
Semantic Equivalence 1 215 1204 576 272.6
Integrity 2 287 1986 950 1147.4
Confidentiality 6 718 7236 3501 15612.5
Total 95 2735 11984 12950 17159.6

Table 2.5: UCLID5 Verification Metrics for TAPC models
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Chapter 3

Conclusion

In this report, we describe a set of techniques to model and verify trusted execution en-
vironments. We began by replicating prior work on the Trusted Abstract Platform using
UCLID5, while also building additional features. We then describe the snapshot and clone

extensions to the Keystone Enclave API. Finally, we extend the TAP model and verify that
our extended enclave platform provides su�cient integrity and confidentiality guarantees
for enclave programs. The findings from this report demonstrate and validate a number of
techniques for using formal methods to reason about program security. In our work on TAP,
we verified program security by reasoning about the enclave platform’s behavior. We found
that the flexibility a↵orded by UCLID5 makes it a strong candidate for future work at the
intersection of formal methods and security.

3.1 Future Work

UCLID5

In this work, we used UCLID5 extensively to model and verify a number of security prop-
erties. While comparing the verification metrics of UCLID5 and BoogiePL, we noticed that
at times Boogie reported faster verification times. Optimizing UCLID5’s encoding to back-
end verification tools are one in which we may improve the overall run time. Furthermore,
future work on invariant synthesis and assume-guarantee reasoning appears to be extremely
promising in terms of a↵ording the user flexibility while also reducing the verification time.

Cerberus and TAP

One limitation of Cerberus is that it is unable to handle nested cloning. While it simplifies
the programming model, it also restricts users to a specific set of applications. Designing
and formally verifying such a mechanism remains future work. Furthermore, we also aim
to show that the source code of the Keystone security monitor refines our abstract model,
ensuring that our formal guarantees are violated by the implementation.
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Appendix A

Abstract Cache and CPU Models

In this section, we present the cache and CPU models used in the TAP models. Note that
they have been modified for readability.

1 module common {

2

3 //

4 // address types

5 //

6 type vaddr_t = bv32;

7

8

9 type wap_addr_t = bv22;

10 type word_t = bv32;

11

12

13 // -------------------------------------------------------------------- //

14 // memory. //

15 // -------------------------------------------------------------------- //

16 type mem_t = [wap_addr_t]word_t;

17

18

19 // -------------------------------------------------------------------- //

20 // constants and functions for word_t //

21 // -------------------------------------------------------------------- //

22 const k0_word_t : word_t = 0bv32;

23

24

25 // -------------------------------------------------------------------- //

26 // uarch state //

27 // -------------------------------------------------------------------- //

28 type cache_set_index_t = integer;

29 type cache_way_index_t = integer;

30 type cache_tag_t = integer;

31

32 const kmax_cache_set_index_t : cache_set_index_t;
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33 const kmax_cache_way_index_t : cache_way_index_t;

34 axiom kmax_cache_set_index_t > 0;

35 axiom kmax_cache_way_index_t > 0;

36

37 define valid_cache_way_index(w: cache_way_index_t) : boolean = (

38 w >=0 && w < kmax_cache_way_index_t

39 );

40 define valid_cache_set_index(s: cache_set_index_t) : boolean = (

41 s >= 0 && s < kmax_cache_set_index_t

42 );

43

44

45 type cache_valid_map_t = [cache_set_index_t , cache_way_index_t]boolean;

46 type cache_tag_map_t = [cache_set_index_t , cache_way_index_t]cache_tag_t

;

47

48 function paddr2set(pa : wap_addr_t) : cache_set_index_t;

49 function paddr2tag(pa : wap_addr_t) : cache_tag_t;

50

51 //

52 // registers

53 //

54 type regindex_t = integer;

55 type regs_t = [regindex_t]word_t;

56

57 //

58 // Page Tables (sort of: because we map addresses and not pages).

59 //

60 type addr_perm_t = bv5;

61 type vaddr2bool_t = [vaddr_t]boolean;

62 type excl_vaddr_t = [vaddr_t]boolean;

63 type addr_valid_t = [vaddr_t]addr_perm_t;

64 type addr_map_t = [vaddr_t]wap_addr_t;

65

66

67

68 define tap_addr_perm_p(p : addr_perm_t) : boolean = p[0:0] == 1bv1;

69 define tap_addr_perm_a(p : addr_perm_t) : boolean = p[1:1] == 1bv1;

70 define tap_addr_perm_x(p : addr_perm_t) : boolean = p[2:2] == 1bv1;

71 define tap_addr_perm_r(p : addr_perm_t) : boolean = p[3:3] == 1bv1;

72 define tap_addr_perm_w(p : addr_perm_t) : boolean = p[4:4] == 1bv1;

73 define tap_addr_perm_v(p : addr_perm_t) : boolean

74 = tap_addr_perm_x(p) || tap_addr_perm_r(p) || tap_addr_perm_w(p);

75

76 // setters

77 define tap_set_addr_perm_p(p : addr_perm_t) : addr_perm_t = p[4:1] ++ 1bv1

;

78 define tap_set_addr_perm_a(p : addr_perm_t) : addr_perm_t = p[4:2] ++ 1bv1

++ p[0:0];
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79 define tap_set_addr_perm_x(p : addr_perm_t) : addr_perm_t = p[4:3] ++ 1bv1

++ p[1:0];

80 define tap_set_addr_perm_r(p : addr_perm_t) : addr_perm_t = p[4:4] ++ 1bv1

++ p[2:0];

81 define tap_set_addr_perm_w(p : addr_perm_t) : addr_perm_t = 1bv1

++ p[3:0];

82

83

84 //

85 // enclave types

86 //

87 type tap_enclave_id_t = integer;

88

89

90 // what addresses are exlusive to an enclave?

91 type owner_map_t = [wap_addr_t]tap_enclave_id_t;

92

93

94 // enclave API call results

95 type enclave_op_result_t = enum {

96 enclave_op_success ,

97 enclave_op_invalid_arg ,

98 enclave_op_failed

99 };

100

101

102 //

103 // exceptions

104 //

105 type exception_t = enum {

106 excp_none ,

107 excp_os_protection_fault ,

108 excp_tp_protection_fault

109 };

110

111

112 //

113 // constants and functions for enclave ids

114 //

115 const tap_null_enc_id : tap_enclave_id_t = 0;

116 const tap_blocked_enc_id : tap_enclave_id_t = 1;

117 const tap_user_def_enc_id_1 : tap_enclave_id_t = 2;

118 const tap_user_def_enc_id_2 : tap_enclave_id_t = 3;

119 const tap_user_def_enc_id_3 : tap_enclave_id_t = 4;

120 const tap_user_def_enc_id_4 : tap_enclave_id_t = 5;

121 const tap_user_def_enc_id_5 : tap_enclave_id_t = 6;

122

123 define valid_enclave_id(id : tap_enclave_id_t) : boolean

124 = id != tap_null_enc_id && id != tap_blocked_enc_id &&

125 id != tap_user_def_enc_id_1 && id != tap_user_def_enc_id_2 &&
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126 id != tap_user_def_enc_id_3 && id != tap_user_def_enc_id_4 &&

127 id != tap_user_def_enc_id_5;

128

129

130

131 } // end module common

Listing A.1: Common file

1 module abstract_cache {

2

3 type * = common .*;

4 const * = common .*;

5 function * = common .*;

6 define * = common .*;

7

8 var cache_valid_map : cache_valid_map_t;

9 var cache_tag_map : cache_tag_map_t;

10

11 procedure [noinline] init_cache ()

12 ensures (forall (i : cache_set_index_t , w : cache_way_index_t) ::

13 (valid_cache_set_index(i) && valid_cache_way_index(w)) ==> !

cache_valid_map[i, w]);

14 modifies cache_valid_map;

15 {

16 var ind : cache_set_index_t;

17 var way : cache_way_index_t;

18 ind = 0;

19

20 while (ind < kmax_cache_set_index_t)

21 invariant (forall (i : cache_set_index_t , w : cache_way_index_t) ::

22 (i >= 0 && i < ind && valid_cache_way_index(w)) ==> !

cache_valid_map[i, w]);

23 {

24 way = 0;

25 while (way < kmax_cache_way_index_t)

26 invariant (forall (i : cache_set_index_t , w : cache_way_index_t) ::

27 ((i >= 0 && i < ind && valid_cache_way_index(w)) || (i == ind &&

w >= 0 && w < way)) ==>

28 !cache_valid_map[i, w]);

29 {

30 cache_valid_map[ind , way] = false;

31 way = way + 1;

32 }

33 ind = ind + 1;

34 }

35 }

36

37 procedure [noinline] query_cache(pa : wap_addr_t , repl_way :

cache_way_index_t)

38 returns (hit : boolean , hit_way : cache_way_index_t)
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39 requires (valid_cache_way_index(repl_way));

40

41 // set hit status

42 ensures !hit <==> (forall (w : cache_way_index_t) ::

43 valid_cache_way_index(w) ==>

44 (!old(cache_valid_map)[paddr2set(pa) , w] ||

45 old(cache_tag_map)[paddr2set(pa), w] !=

paddr2tag(pa)));

46 ensures (hit <==> (exists (w : cache_way_index_t) ::

47 valid_cache_way_index(w) &&

48 old(cache_valid_map)[paddr2set(pa), w] &&

49 old(cache_tag_map)[paddr2set(pa), w] == paddr2tag(pa

)));

50 // do replacement if necessary.

51 ensures (if (!hit)

52 then cache_valid_map[paddr2set(pa), repl_way]

53 else cache_valid_map[paddr2set(pa), hit_way ]);

54 ensures (if (!hit)

55 then cache_tag_map[paddr2set(pa), repl_way] == paddr2tag(pa)

56 else cache_tag_map[paddr2set(pa), hit_way] == paddr2tag(pa)

);

57

58 // and no other lines are affected.

59 ensures !hit ==>

60 (forall (i : cache_set_index_t , w : cache_way_index_t) ::

61 (i != paddr2set(pa) || w != repl_way) ==> cache_valid_map[i, w

] == old(cache_valid_map)[i, w]);

62 ensures !hit ==>

63 (forall (i : cache_set_index_t , w : cache_way_index_t) ::

64 (i != paddr2set(pa) || w != repl_way) ==> cache_tag_map[i, w]

== old(cache_tag_map)[i, w]);

65 ensures hit ==> (cache_valid_map == old(cache_valid_map) &&

cache_tag_map == old(cache_tag_map));

66 modifies cache_valid_map , cache_tag_map;

67 {

68 var set : cache_set_index_t;

69 var tag : cache_tag_t;

70 var way : cache_way_index_t;

71

72 set = paddr2set(pa);

73 tag = paddr2tag(pa);

74

75 way = 0;

76 hit = false;

77 while(!hit && way < kmax_cache_way_index_t)

78 invariant (way >= 0);

79 invariant (way <= kmax_cache_way_index_t);

80 invariant hit ==> (cache_valid_map[set , hit_way] && cache_tag_map[set ,

hit_way] == tag);

81 invariant
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82 (!hit <==>

83 (forall (w : cache_way_index_t) ::

84 (w >= 0 && w < way) ==>

85 (! cache_valid_map[set , w] || cache_tag_map[set , w] != tag)));

86 {

87 if (cache_valid_map[set , way] && cache_tag_map[set , way] == tag) {

88 hit = true;

89 hit_way = way;

90 }

91 way = way + 1;

92 }

93

94 if (!hit) {

95 cache_valid_map[set , repl_way] = true;

96 cache_tag_map[set , repl_way] = tag;

97 }

98 }

99

100

101 procedure set_cache_state(_cache_valid_map : cache_valid_map_t ,

_cache_tag_map : cache_tag_map_t)

102 ensures (cache_valid_map == _cache_valid_map);

103 ensures (cache_tag_map == _cache_tag_map);

104 modifies cache_valid_map;

105 modifies cache_tag_map;

106 {

107 cache_valid_map = _cache_valid_map;

108 cache_tag_map = _cache_tag_map;

109 }

110

111

112 control {

113 verif_init_cache = verify(init_cache);

114 verif_query_cache = verify(query_cache);

115

116 check;

117 print_results;

118 }

119

120 }

Listing A.2: Abstract cache model

1 module abstract_cpu {

2

3 type * = common .*;

4 const * = common .*;

5 function * = common .*;

6 define * = common .*;

7

8
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9 instance cache : abstract_cache ();

10

11 //

12 // CPU state

13 //

14 var cpu_mem : mem_t;

15 var cpu_regs : regs_t;

16 var cpu_pc : vaddr_t;

17 var cpu_enclave_id : tap_enclave_id_t;

18 var cpu_addr_valid : addr_valid_t;

19 var cpu_addr_map : addr_map_t;

20 var cpu_owner_map : owner_map_t;

21

22 //

23 // CPU Flags

24 //

25 var cpu_cache_enabled : boolean;

26

27

28

29

30 //

31 // CPU Procedures

32 //

33 procedure initialize_cache ()

34 modifies cache;

35 {

36 call cache.init_cache ();

37 }

38

39

40

41 procedure [inline] fetch_va(vaddr : vaddr_t , repl_way : cache_way_index_t)

42 returns (data : word_t , excp : exception_t , hit : boolean)

43 requires valid_cache_way_index(repl_way);

44 modifies cpu_addr_valid;

45 modifies cache;

46 {

47 var paddr : wap_addr_t;

48 var owner_eid : tap_enclave_id_t;

49 var hit_way : cache_way_index_t;

50

51 // default

52 data = k0_word_t;

53 hit = false;

54

55

56

57 // translate VA -> PA

58 if (! tap_addr_perm_x(cpu_addr_valid[vaddr])) {
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59 excp = excp_os_protection_fault;

60 } else {

61 paddr = cpu_addr_map[vaddr ];

62 // are we not allowed to access this memory

63 owner_eid = cpu_owner_map[paddr ];

64 if (owner_eid != tap_null_enc_id && owner_eid != cpu_enclave_id) {

65 excp = excp_os_protection_fault;

66 } else {

67 // update accessed bit

68 cpu_addr_valid[vaddr] = tap_set_addr_perm_a(cpu_addr_valid[vaddr]);

69 // perform load

70 data = cpu_mem[paddr ];

71 excp = excp_none;

72 // update cahce

73 if (cpu_cache_enabled) {

74 assert(valid_cache_way_index(repl_way));

75 call (hit , hit_way) = cache.query_cache(paddr , repl_way);

76 }

77 }

78 }

79 }

80

81 procedure [inline] load_va(vaddr : vaddr_t , repl_way : cache_way_index_t)

82 returns (data : word_t , excp : exception_t , hit : boolean)

83 requires valid_cache_way_index(repl_way);

84 ensures (! tap_addr_perm_r(old(cpu_addr_valid)[vaddr]) ||

85 (cpu_owner_map[cpu_addr_map[vaddr ]] != tap_null_enc_id &&

cpu_owner_map[cpu_addr_map[vaddr ]] != cpu_enclave_id))

86 ==> (hit == false);

87 ensures (forall (p : wap_addr_t , w : cache_way_index_t) ::

88 (paddr2set(p) != paddr2set(cpu_addr_map[vaddr ]) || w !=

repl_way)

89 ==> (( cache.cache_valid_map[paddr2set(p), w] == old(cache.

cache_valid_map)[paddr2set(p), w]) &&

90 (cache.cache_tag_map[paddr2set(p), w] == old(cache.

cache_tag_map)[paddr2set(p), w])));

91

92 ensures (excp == excp_none && cpu_cache_enabled && !hit)

93 ==> (( cache.cache_valid_map[paddr2set(old(cpu_addr_map)[

vaddr ]), repl_way] == true) &&

94 (cache.cache_tag_map[paddr2set(old(cpu_addr_map)[vaddr

]), repl_way] == paddr2tag(old(cpu_addr_map)[vaddr])));

95 ensures (! cpu_cache_enabled) ==> (cache.cache_valid_map == old(cache.

cache_valid_map) && cache.cache_tag_map == old(cache.cache_tag_map));

96

97

98 modifies cpu_addr_valid;

99 modifies cache;

100 {

101 var paddr : wap_addr_t;
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102 var owner_eid : tap_enclave_id_t;

103 var hit_way : cache_way_index_t;

104

105 // default

106 data = k0_word_t;

107 hit = false;

108

109

110

111 // translate VA -> PA

112 if (! tap_addr_perm_r(cpu_addr_valid[vaddr])) {

113 excp = excp_os_protection_fault;

114 } else {

115 paddr = cpu_addr_map[vaddr ];

116 // are we not allowed to access this memory

117 owner_eid = cpu_owner_map[paddr ];

118 if (owner_eid != tap_null_enc_id && owner_eid != cpu_enclave_id) {

119 excp = excp_tp_protection_fault;

120 } else {

121 // update accessed bit

122 cpu_addr_valid[vaddr] = tap_set_addr_perm_a(cpu_addr_valid[vaddr]);

123 // perform load

124 data = cpu_mem[paddr ];

125 excp = excp_none;

126 // update cache

127 if (cpu_cache_enabled) {

128 call (hit , hit_way) = cache.query_cache(paddr , repl_way);

129 }

130 }

131 }

132 }

133

134 procedure [inline] store_va(vaddr : vaddr_t , data : word_t , repl_way :

cache_way_index_t)

135 returns (excp : exception_t , hit : boolean)

136 requires valid_cache_way_index(repl_way);

137 ensures (excp != excp_none ==> cpu_mem == old(cpu_mem));

138 ensures (excp != excp_none) ==> (cpu_addr_valid == old(cpu_addr_valid));

139 ensures (excp == excp_none) ==>

140 (forall (va : vaddr_t) ::

141 (va != vaddr)

142 ==> (cpu_addr_valid[va] == old(cpu_addr_valid)[va]));

143 ensures (excp == excp_none)

144 ==> (cpu_addr_valid[vaddr] == tap_set_addr_perm_a(old(

cpu_addr_valid)[vaddr]));

145 ensures (! tap_addr_perm_w(old(cpu_addr_valid)[vaddr]) ||

146 (cpu_owner_map[cpu_addr_map[vaddr ]] != tap_null_enc_id &&

cpu_owner_map[cpu_addr_map[vaddr ]] != cpu_enclave_id))

147 ==> (hit == false);

148 ensures (forall (p : wap_addr_t , w : cache_way_index_t) ::
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149 (paddr2set(p) != paddr2set(cpu_addr_map[vaddr ]) || w !=

repl_way)

150 ==> (( cache.cache_valid_map[paddr2set(p), w] == old(cache.

cache_valid_map)[paddr2set(p), w]) &&

151 (cache.cache_tag_map[paddr2set(p), w] == old(cache.

cache_tag_map)[paddr2set(p), w])));

152

153

154 ensures (! cpu_cache_enabled) ==> (cache.cache_valid_map == old(cache.

cache_valid_map) && cache.cache_tag_map == old(cache.cache_tag_map));

155

156

157 modifies cpu_mem;

158 modifies cpu_addr_valid;

159 modifies cache;

160 {

161 var paddr : wap_addr_t;

162 var owner_eid : tap_enclave_id_t;

163 var hit_way : cache_way_index_t;

164

165 // default

166 hit = false;

167

168 // translate VA -> PA

169 if (! tap_addr_perm_w(cpu_addr_valid[vaddr])) {

170 excp = excp_os_protection_fault; ;

171 } else {

172 paddr = cpu_addr_map[vaddr ];

173 // are we not allowed to access this memory

174 owner_eid = cpu_owner_map[paddr ];

175 if (owner_eid != tap_null_enc_id && owner_eid != cpu_enclave_id) {

176 excp = excp_tp_protection_fault;

177 } else {

178 // update accessed bit

179 cpu_addr_valid[vaddr] = tap_set_addr_perm_a(cpu_addr_valid[vaddr]);

180 // perform store

181 cpu_mem[paddr] = data;

182 excp = excp_none;

183 // update cache

184 if (cpu_cache_enabled) {

185 call (hit , hit_way) = cache.query_cache(paddr , repl_way);

186 }

187 }

188 }

189 assert (forall (v : vaddr_t) ::

190 (v != vaddr) ==> (cpu_addr_valid[v] == old(cpu_addr_valid)[v])

);

191 }

192

193 control {
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194 fetch_va_verif = verify(fetch_va);

195 load_va_verif = verify(load_va);

196 store_va_verif = verify(store_va);

197

198

199 check;

200 print_results;

201 }

202

203 }

Listing A.3: Abstract cache model
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Appendix B

Modification to store va

In this section, we present the updated store va in the Abstract CPU model that enables
the copy-on-write mechanism.

1 procedure [inline] store_va(vaddr : vaddr_t , data : word_t , repl_way :

cache_way_index_t)

2 returns (excp : exception_t , hit : boolean)

3 requires (cpu_enclave_id != tap_invalid_enc_id);

4 requires valid_cache_way_index(repl_way);

5 requires tap_enclave_metadata_parent[tap_null_enc_id] ==

tap_invalid_enc_id;

6 requires (forall (p : wap_addr_t) :: cpu_owner_map[p] !=

tap_invalid_enc_id);

7 requires (forall (eid : tap_enclave_id_t , pa : wap_addr_t) ::

tap_enclave_metadata_wap_addr_free[eid][pa] ==> cpu_owner_map[pa] ==

eid);

8 ensures (forall (eid : tap_enclave_id_t , pa : wap_addr_t) ::

tap_enclave_metadata_wap_addr_free[eid][pa] ==> cpu_owner_map[pa] ==

eid);

9

10 ensures (excp != excp_none ==> cpu_mem == old(cpu_mem));

11 ensures (excp != excp_none) ==> (cpu_addr_valid == old(cpu_addr_valid));

12 ensures (excp == excp_none) ==>

13 (forall (va : vaddr_t) ::

14 (va != vaddr)

15 ==> (cpu_addr_valid[va] == old(cpu_addr_valid)[va]));

16 ensures (excp == excp_none)

17 ==> (cpu_addr_valid[vaddr] == tap_set_addr_perm_a(old(

cpu_addr_valid)[vaddr]));

18 ensures (! tap_addr_perm_w(old(cpu_addr_valid)[vaddr]) ||

19 (cpu_owner_map[cpu_addr_map[vaddr ]] != tap_null_enc_id &&

cpu_owner_map[cpu_addr_map[vaddr ]] != cpu_enclave_id && cpu_owner_map[

cpu_addr_map[vaddr]] != tap_enclave_metadata_parent[cpu_enclave_id ]))

20 ==> (hit == false);

21 ensures (forall (p : wap_addr_t , w : cache_way_index_t) ::
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22 (paddr2set(p) != paddr2set(cpu_addr_map[vaddr ]) || w !=

repl_way)

23 ==> (( cache.cache_valid_map[paddr2set(p), w] == old(cache.

cache_valid_map)[paddr2set(p), w]) &&

24 (cache.cache_tag_map[paddr2set(p), w] == old(cache.

cache_tag_map)[paddr2set(p), w])));

25

26

27 ensures (! cpu_cache_enabled) ==> (cache.cache_valid_map == old(cache.

cache_valid_map) && cache.cache_tag_map == old(cache.cache_tag_map));

28

29

30 modifies cpu_mem;

31 modifies cpu_addr_valid;

32 modifies cache;

33 modifies cpu_addr_map;

34 modifies tap_enclave_metadata_wap_addr_free;

35 {

36 var paddr : wap_addr_t;

37 var owner_eid : tap_enclave_id_t;

38 var hit_way : cache_way_index_t;

39

40 // default

41 hit = false;

42

43 // translate VA -> PA

44 if (! tap_addr_perm_w(cpu_addr_valid[vaddr])) {

45 excp = excp_os_protection_fault; ;

46 } else {

47 paddr = cpu_addr_map[vaddr ];

48 // are we not allowed to access this memory

49 // Allow a child to COW its parents memory

50 owner_eid = cpu_owner_map[paddr ];

51 if (owner_eid != tap_null_enc_id &&

52 (owner_eid != cpu_enclave_id && owner_eid !=

tap_enclave_metadata_parent[cpu_enclave_id ]))

53 {

54 excp = excp_tp_protection_fault;

55 } else {

56 // Although this is included in the CPU model , this is actually

managed by the SM.

57 if (owner_eid == tap_enclave_metadata_parent[cpu_enclave_id ]) {

58 // Do COW

59 var found: boolean;

60 var new_paddr: wap_addr_t;

61 var paddr: wap_addr_t;

62 var wap_addr_free_map : [wap_addr_t]boolean;

63

64 // Sanity check

65 assert (cpu_enclave_id != tap_null_enc_id);
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66

67 found = false;

68 paddr = k0_wap_addr_t;

69

70 // Need to find new physical address , by looking at the free

pool for the current enclave

71 while (LT_wapa(paddr , kmax_wap_addr_t) && found == false)

72 invariant (( found == false) ==>

73 (forall (pa : wap_addr_t) ::

74 (LT_wapa(pa, paddr) ==> (

tap_enclave_metadata_wap_addr_free[cpu_enclave_id ][pa] == false))));

75 {

76 if (tap_enclave_metadata_wap_addr_free[cpu_enclave_id ][

paddr ]) {

77 found = true;

78 new_paddr = paddr;

79 }

80 paddr = PLUS_wapa(paddr , k1_wap_addr_t);

81 }

82

83 if (found == false) {

84 if (tap_enclave_metadata_wap_addr_free[cpu_enclave_id ][

paddr ]) {

85 found = true;

86 new_paddr = paddr;

87 }

88 }

89

90 wap_addr_free_map = tap_enclave_metadata_wap_addr_free[

cpu_enclave_id] ;

91 wap_addr_free_map[new_paddr] = false;

92 tap_enclave_metadata_wap_addr_free[cpu_enclave_id] =

wap_addr_free_map;

93

94 if (found == false) {

95 // TODO: This means that we couldn 't find any free

physical memory

96 excp = excp_out_of_memory_fault;

97 } else {

98 assert (cpu_owner_map[new_paddr] == cpu_enclave_id);

99 cpu_addr_map[vaddr] = new_paddr;

100 // update accessed bit

101 cpu_addr_valid[vaddr] = tap_set_addr_perm_a(cpu_addr_valid

[vaddr ]);

102

103 // perform store

104 cpu_mem[new_paddr] = data;

105 excp = excp_none;

106 // update cache

107 if (cpu_cache_enabled) {
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108 call (hit , hit_way) = cache.query_cache(new_paddr ,

repl_way);

109 }

110 }

111 } else {

112 // update accessed bit

113 cpu_addr_valid[vaddr] = tap_set_addr_perm_a(cpu_addr_valid[

vaddr ]);

114 // perform store

115 cpu_mem[paddr] = data;

116 excp = excp_none;

117 // update cache

118 if (cpu_cache_enabled) {

119 call (hit , hit_way) = cache.query_cache(paddr , repl_way);

120 }

121 }

122 }

123 }

124 assert (forall (v : vaddr_t) ::

125 (v != vaddr) ==> (cpu_addr_valid[v] == old(cpu_addr_valid)[v])

);

126 }

Listing B.1: Common file


